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The University's Human 
Relations Commission has 
produced a video examining 
racist attitudes. The video 
will be used in a nationwide 
convention. 
See page three. 
Candidates profiled: 
Three candidates vying 
for Ward One's city council 
seat share their views and 
goals. 
See page five. 
Lindsey on the move: 
Senior Scott Lindsey 
moves from backup safety 
to starting fullback for the 
football season opener 
against Eastern Michigan. 
See page eleven. 
Campus 
Volunteers needed: 
The University Handi- 
capped Services office 
needs volunteers to act as 
readers/tape recorder 
operators, escorts and note- 
takers for disabled stu- 
dents. 
Interested people should 
call the Handicapped Ser- 
vices office at 372-8495. 
Army-ROTC orienta- 
tion: 
Friday, August 30, from 
11 a.m. to 3 p.m. will be Ar- 
my-ROTC Orientation Day 
outside the south entrance 
of Memorial Hall. 
Rapelling, army equip- 
ment and a scholarship in- 
formation booth will be fea- 
tured. 
For more information call 
Capt. Harris at 372-9968 or 
372-2476. 
Ferrari awarded: 
The associate dean and 
director of off-campus pro- 
grams in the Office of Con- 
tinuing Education and 
Summer Programs at Bowl- 
ing Green State University 
has been named winner of 
the 1991 Michael R. Ferrari 
Award. 
Dante Thurairatnam was 
presented the award Mon- 
day at a reception for the 
administrative staff. 
Help the abused: 
The llth annual Falcon 
House I.abor Day five mile 
run begins Sept. 2 at 9: IS 
a.m. at the Bowling Green 
City Park. A two-mile walk 
(recedes it, beginning at 
: 30 a .m. Same day regis- 
tration begins at 7:30 a.m. 
Proceeds benefit the 
Family and Child Abuse 
Prevention Center. 
For more information call 
352-7027 or 244-3053. 
State 
Lottery picks: 
Here are the winning 
selections from Wednesday 
night's Ohio Lottery: 
Super Lotto: 3-4^6-9-17-29 
The jackpot is $4 million. 
Kicker: W-l-4-8-3 
Pick 3 Numbers: 2-0-8 
Pick 4 Numbers: 4-0-1-6 
Cards: Q (queen) of 
Hearts 
8 (eight) of Clubs 
A (ace) of Diamonds 
9 (nine) of Spades 
Weather 
Hazy and hot: 
Today, partly to mostly 
sunny with a slight chance 
of showers and thunder- 
storms. Hazy, hot and hu- 
mid with highs of 85 to 95. 
Tonight, variably cloudy 
and muggy with a slight 
chance ofshowers and 
thunderstorms. Lows will 
be 70 to 75. 
compiled from local and 
wire reports 




by Kirk PaveUch 
staff writer 
Undergraduate Student 
Government strengthened their 
planned voter registration drive 
Tuesday by forming a coalition 
with several University organiza- 
tions. 
The "Campus Coalition" in- 
cludes USG, College Democrats, 
College Republicans, Students To 
Elect A Mayor and the Friends 
for Jim Tinker campaign organi- 
zation. 
USG president Michael Sears 
said in order to reach the goal of 
10,000 registered voters by the 
November elections, the com- 
bined effort was needed. 
"We all realize that each group 
that is involved have their own in- 
terest in mind, but everyone also 
feels that the only way to get 
10,000 voters registered is if we 
all work together," he said. 
The campaign will include a 
number of drives to register stu- 
dents at convenient places, the 
first being at 121 West Hall on 
Sept. 4. A volunteer registrar will 
be on hand to register voters 
throughout the day. 
On Sept. 8 and 9, the drive will 
concentrate on the various resi- 
dence dining halls on campus, 
having registration tables in each 
one. 
The coalition will move to the 
city park Sept. 15 for Community 
Day. Students can register to vote 
on this day from noon until 6 p.m. 
Throughout the week of Sept. 
See Voter, page 4. 
Sisters Again 
Even though sorority members are supposed to be "sisters", 
sometimes the bond is a little more biological. Alpha Omicron Pi 
10 Ncwt/JOy MufOOCk 
junior Angie Powell (left) welcomes her freshman sister Amanda 
to the family on Tuesday evening. 
Slumping GNP 
shows country is 
still in recession 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
nation's economy continued to 
decline in the April-June quarter, 
the government said Wednesday, 
dampening many economists' 
hopes that the recession ended 
during the period. 
In an advance estimate, the 
government had said last month 
that the gross national product 
grew at a 0.4 percent annual rate 
in the second quarter. But that 
was revised in the Commerce 
Department's latest report to a 
slight, inflation-adjusted 0.1 per- 
cent decline. 
Economist Lawrence A. Hunter 
of the U.S. Chamber of Com- 
merce likened the economy to "a 
wounded duck bumping along 
trying to get off the water." 
"Today's  downward  revision 
.... should shatter any remaining 
illusion of an economic re- 
covery," Hunter said. "We are 
almost certain to see economic 
stagnation continue into the 
foreseeable future." 
It was the third consecutive 
negative quarter, following de- 
clines at a 2.8 percent rate in the 
first quarter and at a 1.6 percent 
rate in the last three months of 
1990. 
The large and unexpected re- 
vision to second quarter GNP 
prompted some economists to de- 
clare either that the recession 
hasn't ended or that the economy 
will lapse into a "double-dip' 
recession after a brief revival. 
The Commerce Department at- 
See Economy, page 5. 
Graduate student health 
care policy implemented 
by Greg Watson 
staff writer 
Graduate students now have a 
mandatory health care policy 
which will provide low-cost in- 
surance, and undergraduates 
could soon benefit from a similar 
plan. 
Last spring, Graduate Student 
Senate passed a resolution — 
later approved by the Board of 
Trustees — which made it man- 
datory for all University gradu- 
ate students to have a health in- 
surance plan, said Dr. Joshua 
Kaplan, director of the Universi- 
ty's Health Services. 
He said the graduate students 
adopted the plan because it guar- 
anteed them health care, and be- 
cause a mandatory plan was less 
expensive. 
''First, [the students) felt peo- 
ple must have access to health 
care," Kaplan said. "Then, they 
found if there was a mandatory 
plan, they would be given a dis- 
count." 
All graduate students must 
either have a personal insurance 
Bilicy or the plan backed by the 
niversity, he said. 
Graduate students will pay $359 
per year for health insurance, 
compared to $449 for undergrad- 
uate students, who do not have a 
mandatory plan, Kaplan said. 
While graduate students must 
have a health insurance plan, 
Kaplan said the insurance does 
not have to be the University- 
backed plan. 
Graduate students who are 
already signed to an insurance 
policy must present a written 
statement to the Health Center 
demonstrating they have a plan, 
Kaplan said. 
Students who do not sign up 
with the University's plan or do 
not demonstrate they have a per- 
sonal policy will be automatically 
signed to the Universal plan, 
Kaplan said. 
A mandatory health insurance 
plan, Kaplan said, assures grad- 
uate students of health care in 
case of an emergency. 
"Even if the person does not get 
sick, they will still have peace of 
mind," he said. 
Graduate students also have 
the choice of enrolling spouses 
and children in the plan, Kaplan 
said, but they must work with the 
University-backed insurance 
company directly. 
Undergraduates could also get 
reduced nealth insurance rates if 
USG lobbied for a mandatory 
health insurance plan. 
See Graduate, page 5. 
Police to patrol 
campus on bikes 
by Jackie Rosepal 
staff writer 
•O N«wt/Jav Murdoch 
Police Corporal John Shumaker (left) and Patrolman Phil Walter keep watch on their bikes in front 
of the Business Administration building Tuesday afternoon. 
University police will be biking it this fall. 
This year, the University police will patrol the campus on 
mountain bikes as well as in their patrol cars, said Barbara 
Waddell, public information officer of public safety. 
The purpose of the bike patrol is to enable the police easier ac- 
cess within the campus. 
"The patrol is a tool we can use to respond more quickly to 
calls," Waddell said. 
The bikes allow the patrollers to reach a scene faster, De- 
tective Chuck Lewis said. 
"The full coverage of campus is the biggest benefit of the bike 
patrol." Another benefit would be the good exercise the officers 
will receive, he said. 
Public Safety Director Roger Dennerll said costs were kept to 
a minimum because much of the equipment was donated or ob- 
tained from other areas. 
"The bike patrol was funded by proper placing of equipment," 
he said. 
The bikes were awarded to the department from the county 
courts and the uniforms bike patrol members wear were ob- 
tained from the athletic department, Dennerll said. 
The cost effectiveness of the bike patrol will reduce funds 
spent on maintenance and fuel for the police automobiles, he 
said. 
Bowling Green is the first state university in Ohio to provide 
the campus bike patrol, Dennerll said. 
"The patrol has proven to be a success in Dayton, Las Vegas 
and Seattle, where they [Seattle] have currently doubled their 
patrol,"hesaid. 
Opinion 
MAniihw A. DAM M w. i niioKi.M EDITOR.  372-6966 
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U.S. should aid Soviets 
only after more reform 
After more than 70 years as a major 
world   philosophy,   Marxist- 
Leninism is all but dead. 
Now. the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics as we know it appears ready 
to follow its philosophy into the political 
graveyard. 
With seven of the Soviet Union's 15 
republics already declaring independ- 
ence and more threatening to do so, the 
country is indeed coming apart at the 
seams. 
This comes as good news to the 
several different nationalities who 
never felt they should have been made 
part of the USSR's collective, but it 
spells hard times ahead for the embat- 
tered, hungry masses, independent or 
not. 
It is now time for President Bush to 
carefully examine his "wait and see" 
attitude concerning economic aid to the 
Soviet Union, and decide exactly what 
he wants from the country before lend- 
ingaid. 
Bush must set specific guidelines 
under which the U.S. will provide the 
estimated $250 biLlion Soviet President 
Mikhail Gorbachev has said he will 
need to send the USSR on its way to a 
free-market economy. 
The Soviet Union is in no position to 
recieve such aid yet. Its political future 
is scrambled, with anywhere from one 
to 15 countries possibly emerging from 
the fracas. The latest word is the re- 
publics may still form an economic co- 
operative, however. 
In addition, the U.S. has no idea to 
whom to send the check. Gorbachev 
and leading reformer Boris Yeltsin 
have yet to establish any sort of work- 
ing relationship to define who is in 
e)wer in what is left of the Soviet 
nion. 
But if Bush wants the Soviet Union to 
take the first step toward free markets, 
he must stipulate exactly what those 
steps are and gaurantee economic aid 
once those steps are taken. 
Bush is likely to recommend the cen- 
tral government or economic coop- 
erative privatize state-owned enter- 
prises, significantly reduce price con- 
trols, decentralize the central econom- 
ic authority and create a "safety net" 
similar to the U.S.'s welfare system. 
Gorbachev has offered to do this in 
vague terms, but has said he intends to 
establish a "mixed market" economy 
— less than what the West wants. 
Bush, in turn, has also gone halfway 
by increasing credits for grain pur- 
chases and offering increasing techni- 
cal assistance to the Soviets. 
Now is the time for each party to take 
the extra step. Bush, holding all the 
proverbial cards, must make the good- 
faith effort to offer aid if Gorbachev (or 
Yeltsin, or whoever heads the econom- 
ic cooperative) meet reasonable de- 
mands, and Moscow must agree to take 
the leap toward a free market enter- 
prise. 
People are starving in the cities of 
the once-proud Soviet Union. Now is not 
the time for hard-line stances, but for 
cooperation between the two super- 
powers. 
For the hungry, there is no time to 
waste. 
Beer crime penalty harsh 
Mke Marsden has always felt the 
Jniversity should take greater re- 
sponsiblity for its students, many of 
whom he feels are causing problems off 
campus. 
In fact, Marsden — associate dean ot 
the College of Arts and Sciences, popu- 
lar culture professor, host of a 
WBGU-TV show and member of Mayor 
Ed Miller's city-University relation's 
committee — feels so strongly about 
this issue, last year he and a group of 
like-minded residents proposed that all 
students convicted of an alcohol or 
drug violation off campus should go 
through a mandatory, substance-abuse 
counseling program. 
It was generally decided singling out 
students for this added sentencing 
would be illegal, so the entire city was 
included in a similar proposal he an- 
nounced at last Wednesday's city- 
University committee meeting. 
It is an interesting idea which has 
received support from our own Under- 
graduate Student Government presi- 
dent Mike Sears and Mayor Ed Miller. 
After all, as Sears said: "if a student 
has an alcohol problem and they just 
get fined, they won't get the help they 
need." 
The question is: how many of the 
students arrested for alcohol and drug 
and alcohol violations actually need 
help? 
A small amount of students arrested 
for underage consumption may have 
varying degrees of alcohol problems, just as a certain percentage of people 
consuming alcohol during prohibition 
had alcohol problems. 
Open container arrests don't mean 
you nave a problem with alcohol, either (although they may mean you are stu- 
pid). But open container and underage 
arrests by students form the majority 
of the city's alcohol arrests. 
Rather than a good-willed attempt to 
help students work out budding sub- 
stance abuse problems, the Marsden 
proposal appears a way to further pun- 
ish students for drinking the beer they 
have legal access to in Canada and 
most Western countries (and Ohio a 
few years ago, if you remember). 
The University's alcohol-abuse pro- 
gram has said it cannot handle the 
number of students that would likely be 
assigned to them. So if Municipal 
Judge James Bachman agrees to the 
proposal, those convicted will probably 
be required to enroll in programs at the 
Wood County Center for Alcohol and 
Drug Abuse. 
And pay for it. Current programs run 
for drunk driving convicts cost nearly 
$300. And since student alcohol arrests 
usually happen because the arrestee Is 
unlucky, the only real value in such a 
program would be its price to the stu- 
dent. 
An increased fine is little incentive to 
stop underage consumption. Today, for 
every person caught underage drink- 
ing, there may be thousands doing the 
same and never getting caught during 
their stay in Bowling Green. 
The proposal will also do nothing to 
stop the real issue residents like Mars- 
den are most concerned about: the Ut- 
ter and noise sometimes propogated by 
students. 
But most underage students who We do support the availablity of sub- 
consume are mature, well-intentioned stance abuse counseling. But this is 
college students who simply weren't already offered — free — in the Student 
born soon enough. Services Building. 
Bush should practice, preach 
trickle-down law enforcement 
Although Americans don't 
agree on much, there is one issue 
on which there would be very 
little dissension: Most Americans 
believe that their society is being 
torn apart from within by a 
breakdown in respect for authori- 
ty and the system of legal codes 
which ensure social cohesion and 
civil harmony. Most of us feel 
that something drastic needs to 
be done before the very fabric of 
our society becomes frayed 
beyond repair. The perception 
that our elected representatives 
seem unable to stem this rising 
tide of criminality only seems to 
further frustrate and alienate the 
American people. 
You can understand then why I 
was relieved when President 
Bush, a shrewd politician with his 
finger constantly on the pulse of 
mainstream America, recently 
delivered a speech to the Frater- 
nal Order of Police in Pittsburg in 
which he proclaimed that 'our en- 
tire administration opposes chaos 
and lawlessness, and stands 
shoulder to shoulder with those 
who strive for law and order.' 
Hardly a controversial position to 
adopt when addressing a group of 
law enforcement officials, yet I 
found the President's upbeat 
message oddly reassuring. 
Although Mr. Bush and his col- 
leagues in the department of jus- 
tice would undoubtedly structure 
an  aggressive anti-crime  pro- 
Sam from the bottom up, that is, 
;using principally on those who 
are at the bottom of the socio- 
economic ladder, I think a 
different approach would yield 
more bang for the buck (as our 
military hardware people are so 
fond of saying). 
Starting at the top and working 
down would accomplish much 
more. The most influential people 
in society have an extremely 
powerful effect on the rest of us. 
It is their actions and pronoun- 
cements which determine to a 
large degree how we feel about 
our society. For example, 
whether or not we feel it is just or 
equitable or how priorities will be 
set to allocate resources. This 
isn't an unusual state of affairs. 
JOHN 
BERNARD 
As children we're taught to look 
to adults-those who are more 
powerful that ourselves-for gui- 
dance and models for our own be- 
havior. 
So I propose that any serious 
anti-crime agenda begin where 
the proverbial buck stops: with 
the man we all look to for leader- 
ship and who is supposed to 
exemplify American values-the 
president-and work down from 
there. Following this model, first 
we need to determine through an 
in depth congressional inquiry, 
exactly what role George Bush 
played in the alleged Reagan 
campaign scheme to delay the 
release of the American hostages 
held in Iran in order to influence 
the outcome of the I960 presi- 
dential election (actually that in- 
quiry has already begun). Sec- 
ond, we need to determine what 
Mr. Bush knew about the Reagan 
scheme to divert profits from 
arms sales to Iran in order to ille- 
gally supply arms through the 
CIA to the Nicaraguan insur- 
gents. 
Once those mysteries are 
cleared up, we can move on down 
the political hierarchy and begin 
investigating breaches of ethics 
in Congress. Perhaps we could 
legislate mandatory forfeiture of 
office or incarceration for those 
who are convicted of misusing 
their office. 
Next, how about prosecuting all 
those who scammed this country 
in the Savings and Loan and 
banking scandals.1 Isn't this a bla- 
tant example of lawlessness and 
chaos? If our elected officials are 
truly sincere about reducing 
criminality in American society, 
I think there would be no better 
place to start than by chasing 
down the perpetrators of the cur- 
rent financial crisis, prosecuting 
them to the full extent of the law, 
appropriating all their personal 
wealth to help bailout their bank- 
rupt industries, thereby avoiding 
a taxpayer bailout. We could fin- 
ish by awarding mandatory jail 
sentences to everyone involved- 
including the President's son, 
Neil Bush (former director of Sil- 
verado Savings). How about it 
George? Are you really serious 
about opposing lawlessness and 
chaos? Can we read your lips...? 
Are you saying anything of sub- 
stance at all? 
John Bernard is a senior who is 
majoring in liberal studies. He 
has a strong dislike for political 
corruption. 
The story "Tinker questions 
University policy" In the 
Wednesday, August 28 edition of 
The BG New* incorrectly report- 
ed that only University students 
would fall under a mayoral city- 
University committee proposal to As originally proposed, the pol- 
force those arrested for underage jcy WOuld have only affected Uni- 
alcohol violations to receive ap- yersity students; it had been re- 
propriate counseling, submitted for the recent city- 
Tnis policy actually would in- University committee relations 
elude all city residents. meeting. 
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Video created to explore racism 
by Morrella Raleigh 
stafl writei 
A video completed last spring by the Uni- 
versity's Human Relations Commission and 
WBGU-TV addresses some of the problems 
of racism on campus. 
The 32-minute video, titled "Understand- 
ing Each Other: Racial and Ethnic Re- 
lations at Bowling Green State University," 
explores misunderstandings about race and 
ethnicity on campus through narration and 
interviews with faculty, students and staff, 
according to Susan Pauly, chairperson of the 
HRC. 
Bill Thompson, an HRC member who 
worked on the video, said, "We designed the 
video so that people would see it and say 
'this is happening here ... and we need to 
think a little about it." 
Pauly, who wrote and co-produced the 
video, said it fills a much-needed gap and 
brings to light problems that are occuring on 
campus. 
"The learning material that's available on 
racism is very abstract," she said. "We're 
able to make it personal to the viewers." 
Pauly said the video addresses problems 
faced by students and faculty. For example, 
discussion of racism is avoided within the 
faculty and faculty sometimes has different 
expectations of minority students, which can 
add pressure, she said. 
"Minority students are often expected by 
Frofessors and peers to be an expert on their 
ethnic] group, she said. 
Thompson said many of the issues dis- 
cussed deal with subtle racism. He said one 
of the video's purposes is to "open up peo- 
ple's eyes so they can see how some of their 
views may be culturally biased." 
The video is available on closed-circuit 
television to any interested campus group. It 
was also shown at the Ohio Association of 
Educational Opportunity Program Person- 
nel Conference in April. 
Pauly said it was so well received at the 
conference, it will now be shown at the 
national conference in September. 
"It opens up discussion," Pauly said. " 
That's the way the tape can best be utilized. 
Hopefully, after seeing it, people will start 
John Scott, director of the Ethnic Cultural 
Arts Program, participated in the video as 
an interviewee. 
"Anything that draws our attention to one 
of society's greatest problems is useful," he 
said. 
He added the video is scheduled to be used 
in several ethnic studies classes and work- 
shops. 
Pauly said the commission hopes the video 
will help to make the University environ- 
ment pleasant for all students. 
Student forgets 
shirt off his back 
by Kimberly Larson 
slaff writer 
In the beginning of the school year, many students remember 
a number of little things they somehow forgot to pack and left at 
home. 
But for junior Greg Lustik, the little things that he left behind 
were all of his shirts. 
Lustik is from Painesville, Ohio, about 25 miles east of Cleve- 
land. He did not realize he had forgotten all of his shirts until he 
had been on the Ohio Turnpike for about an hour, and was more 
than halfway to school. 
"At that time I just didn't want to turn around and go back. I 
thought 'Oh well.. ," Lustik said. 
"I went out the night before and was having a rough morning." 
Lustik, though, did manage to remember his television, 
stereo, compact discs and even a blender. 
iO News/Stephonie. Lewis 
At the Gamma Phi Beta house, Mardi Gras was the theme dur- 
ing the first parties of sorority rush. Sophomore Denise Nieder- 
myer decorates the house to achieve the proper festive atmos- 
phere Thursday. 
Quantum 90 Cards 
are accepted in the 
University Union 
at the followins times: 
Falcon's Nest 
after 6:00 p.m. Mon-Fti 
10:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. Sat ft Sun 
Bowl 'n Greenery 
4:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m. Mon-Fti 
Pheasant Room 
4:30 p.m.-7:00 p.m. Mon-Thun 
95 plus plan holder* may utilize any 
food service areas at anytime. 
All other meal plan holders may utilize 
the Prout Cafeteria at anytime. 
ALL EDUCATION 
STUDENT TEACHING 
SPRING SEMESTER 1992 OR FALL SEMESTER 1992 
You are reauired lo attend a sign up and 
inlormalion meeting: 
WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 4. 1991 
COMMUNITY SUITE. 
UNIV. UNION 
awmaas u 8:3° 9:30. io:ao. n:30 a.m. 
MEETINGS *i 1:30, 2:30. 3:30. 4:30 o.m. 
Know your sprint classes, your courses 
ana your OCMB! 
AMEND ONE MEETING! 
AMEND ONE MEETING!    AMEND ONE MEETING! 
— «m«mem«m< 
Sorority rushing; is it worth it? 
One young woman's inside look at the pros and cons of rush 
by Lucinda Robblns 
slaff writer 
"Rush is overrated." 
This comment describes just 
one woman's feelings on this past 
week's sorority rush. 
This past week all of the sorori- 
ty women on campus and about 
400 women who wanted to join a 
sorority participated in what has 
been referred to fondly as "hell" - 
sorority rush. 
Waking up too early in the 
morning, going to bed too late at 
night, spending long hours dec- 
orating, entertaining, trying to 
make conversation, choosing the 
future members of the sorority, 
and, of course, the obligatory 
singing, cheering and clapping 
make up the week of sorority 
rush. 
First impressions mean far too 
much and small talk reigns over 
all conversation. 
I just participated in my first 
sorority rush from the inside of a 
sorority. The experience was 
mentally and physically taxing. 
I mean I've got blisters on my 
fingers from tying balloons last 
Wednesday. I have lost my voice 
and am suffering from a sore 
throat from all of the singing, 
LOUD singing. 
By the middle of the week, most 
of the women were functioning in 
automatic mode. "Hi, how are 
you today? What's your name? 
Where are you from? What's your 
major? Great." It got so bad that 
one girl in the sorority celebrated 
a birthday, and as we sang "Ha- 
ppy Birthday," we clapped along 
with the song. 
Each woman displays her 
biggest smile, regardless of her 
mood. 
The houses are competing for 
the women who rush wnile these 
women compete for the houses 
they want. Basically, it's a mad- 
house. 
On the first real day of rush, 
after the days of decorating and 
preparation, everyone meets 
everyone. Prospective sorority 
members, or rusnees, go to every 
house where they stay for approx- 
imately 15 to 20 minutes. After 
this small amount of time, they 
and we must decide who and 
where the next day's returns will 
be. 
Flori's   ^rtfit 
■yfc' ■*      893 S. Main St. 
*" 352-9780 
DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS 
01 -2 tacos, rice and beans  $2.99 
#2 -1 burrito, rice, and beans  $2.99 
#3 -1  enchilada, rice, beans  $2.99 
#4 -1 burrito, 1 taco, tosada  $3.99 
#5 -l/3lb. burger and fries  $2.99 
Corryoul 50 cents extra 
Open for lunch and dinner 
11am-10pm 
yiWt^ Mon 11am12:30am ^j^ 
New    Bi'il♦.< [«f ii?w-W:fI'IIA:lItfiiz■ j+leli^' New' 
SPACE SAVERS 
INC. 
MAXIMIZE ALL YOUR LIVING SPACE 
SOFA, LOFT, CHAIR, & REFRIGERATOR 
RENTALS AVAILABLE 
•Singles 'Doubles * Triples 
* B.G.'s oldest & most reliable Loft Service... 
Servicing the B.G. Community for seven years • 
To Order Call 352-5475 
Located behind Jeans N Things 
(Across form MAC west) 
Admittedly, this seems really 
harsh and unfair. But if it were 
fair, rush would last at least an- 
other full week. Trust me, nobody 
wants that. 
Then, if the house invites a ru- 
shee back and she accepts the in- 
vitation, she comes to first par- 
ties. These last for 45 minutes and 
include a short skit to entertain 
the rushees while giving them in- 
formation about the house. 
First parties last for two days, 
and by that time everyone in the 
house is sick of the skit and the 
songs and cheers they perform 
every single party. People do get 
to spend more time together and 
meet more people. We try to get 
many sorority women to meet the 
rushees so if just one of our mem- 
bers doesn't like the girl she is not 
automatically out. 
Then we move on to second par- 
ties. By this time, the rusnees 
have cut down their list of 
favored sororities from the 14 
available down to five. These par- 
ties last one hour and 15 minutes, 
so people do get to know each 
other and the houses. 
From there we go to formal 
desserts where, you guessed it, 
we all wear formal dresses and 
eat dessert. By now we only have 
two parties, and everyone is in- 
terested in each other. Conversa- 
tion actually exists and is rather 
pleasant. 
The next day the women choose 
which sorority they want to be- 
come members of and, hopefully, 
they will get their first choice. 
Then comes bid day — the day 
the sorority women and their new 
pledges scream, yell, cheer and 
annoy everyone on campus. It is 
an exciting time as people be- 
come members of an organiza- 
tion that has been competing for 
them, and that they have been 
hoping would invite them to join. 
Also, bid day is a time to release 
all of the tension of the harrowing 
week of rush. 
Rush is exhausting, interesting, 
tedious and exciting. Rush is full 
of unending opportunities. During 
rush, people within the sororities 
and people rushing the sororities 
develop friendships that could 
only become so close after such a 
stress-producing experience. 
Rush was a really great experi- 
ence. I am glad it is over. 
RAPID 
PRINTING 
FULL SERVICE QUALITY 
PRINTERS. WE GIVE A 
10% DISCOUNT TO STUDENT 
ORGANIZATIONS! Knock-Out 
SEE US FOR EVERYTHING the 
YOU NEED PRINTED! Competition!" 
352-9118 





'352-4663*        , 0PEN= 
5T Wooster ^"j^-" ■* DA,LY 
FAST FREE **ta and S»w 
ALL DAY DELIVERY $3.50 MINIMUM 
SUBS Re9U£ 
STARTER Ham. Salmi. Provohne Chant $3 35 
HURDLER Swiss & Provohne $3 35 
SPRINTER Turkey $3 35 
PACER Ham & Swiss                                                    $3 35 
RUNNER Tuna S3.95 
JOGGER .   Roast Beel S3 95 
MARATHON Ham Salami.  Turkey. Swiss Provohne                S3 95 
WALKAWAY Salami. Turkey. Pepperoni. Provolone                  S3 35 
RELAY Roast Beel. Ham.  Turkey. Provolone                  $4 25 
SHOTPUT Meatballs with Sauce & Provolone Cheese     .     S3 95 
(Subs start with mayo, lettuce, tomato, onion. 
hot peppers, oregano. Italian dressing) 
PASTA 
ROTINI/LINGUINE homemade meal sauce, garac bread $3.50 
CHEESE   TORTELLINI  homemade meat sauce, garhc bread $4.25 
Above with meatballs add Si 00. Italian sausage add $1 50. 
with Alfredo Sauce add $1 00 
SALADS 
CHEF SALAD        Lettuce. Tomato. Cheese. Ham. Salami, Turkey. 
Croutons $3 95 
GREEK   SALAD    Lettuce. Tomato. Cucumber, Onion. Bell Pepper 
Olives. Feta Cheese  $3 95 
TACO  SALAD     Lettuce, Tomato. Cheese. Taco Meat, Nacho 
Chips and SMQ Taco Dressing 
(Extra Chips or Meat ■ 50' each. Extra Meat - 80') $3.95 
Free Pop Free Pop 
w/any 9 inch Sub w/any 9 inch Sub 
or Pasta Purchase or Pasta Purchase 
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Cafeteria food is healthier 
by Matt Fry 
staff writer 
Food Operations responded to input from a stu- 
dent spring survey this year by taking steps to im- 
prove dining hall quality and provide a broader 
menu for vegetarian students. 
Food Operations Director Jane Schimpf said two 
main comments on the spring survey indicated 
students were unhappy with high fat and 
cholesterol content ana believed more vegetarian 
items were necessary. 
Reducing the amount of fat in the recipes, add- 
ing a vegetarian menu and "recycling all we can," 
are this year's goals of Food Operations, Assistant 
Director Monna Pugh said. The new menu now 
features healthy choices such as egg plant rollo- 
tini. 
"We think students should get the best meals 
possible at reasonable prices, and our new recipes 
give students just that," Schimpf said. 
International cuisine can be found on this new 
menu, in the form of two popular Middle East 
dishes, cous cous pilaf — a pasta dish — and fala- 
fals —pita wrapped sandwiches with chick peas, 
tahini sauce, celery, garlic, onions and spiced with 
cumin and turmeric. 
Other vegetarian items include sweet and sour 
tofu, stir fry tofu, cheese manicotti, vegetable 
turnover and" spinach shell florentine. 
Food Operations also is adding to their regular 
menu by preparing dishes like southwestern 
chicken pasta, Alaskan pollack fish and mexican 
pizza with chicken rancho sauce and shredded mo- 
zarella cheese. 
Recycling and environmental protection has 
been a major concern of Food Operations since 
1985, according to Berry Cobb, director of the 
Center for Environmental Programs. 
"Roughly 50 percent of aluminum we receive 
comes from Food Operations," Cobb said. 
This year, in an effort to save paper and card- 
board, free 16-ounce reusable plastic mugs will be 
given to students living in residence halls, along 
with the usual plastic "to go" trays. 
Glass plates will be used on the salad bars, cut- 
ting down on the use of foam containers and in turn 
decreasing the amount of material dumped in area 
landfills, Pugh said. 
Foam bowls and platters will still be used for 
take out, but according to Joel Burg, general man- 
ager of Harshman Dining Hall, the foam is envi- 
ronmentally safe and contains no fluorocarbons — 
a harmful chemical emitted during the production 
process. 
"I would like to think that eventually we could 
stop using landfills and start reusing foam, tech- 
nology allowing," Burg said. 
Vending machines 
installed due to 
cafeteria closing 
by Klmberly Larson 
staff writer 
University Food Operations has installed seven new vending 
machines in Founders Quadrangle which contain items ranging 
from snack food to cold sandwiches. 
The machines were added because of renovations occurring in 
Founders which have caused the cafeteria to be closed on the 
weekends, said Jane Schimpf, Food Operations director. 
These machines are unique because they are the only ones that 
accept student debit cards, Schimpf said. 
"On the weekends, students are now able to use their Quantum 
90 cards in vending machines located in the ground floor activity 
center,'' Schimpf said. 
According to Schimpf, Founders dining hall is still open for 
meals Monday through Friday, but on the weekends it is closed 
so workers can renovate the quadrangle. 
Students who do not wish to eat out of these machines are en- 
couraged to go to nearby cafeterias, such as the Northeast 
Commons or University Union, Schimpf said. 
Two BGSU colleges get new deans 
Russell to serve until permanent dean found 
by Christina Wise 
staff writer 
The University recently named 
Ronald Russell as interim dean of 
the College of Education and Al- 
lied Professions. 
He replaces Roger Bennett, 
who will be re- 
turning to full- 
time teaching 
this fall. Rus- 
sell will fill the 
position until a 
permanent 
dean is hired. 
Russell, form- 
erly an associ- 
ate dean of the 
college, said he Russell 
will not be a candidate for the 
permanent position and plans to 
return to his original capacity as 
soon as a new dean is found. 
During the interim he will be 
handling the fiscal, programming 
and personnel duties that accom- 
pany the position. 
"It's really too early to forecast 
the types of things that may be 
encountered during the course of 
the year in addition to the regular 
duties," Russell said. 
His main goal for the year will 
be to prepare for the National 
Council for the Accreditation of 
Teacher Education evaluation 
that will take place in 1994. 
There will be a review of the 
philosophical statement support- 
ing curriculum within the College 
of Education, he said. 
Russell has been a member of 
the University faculty since 1978. 
In 1982 he was named associate 
dean for academic programs in 
the College of Education and Al- 
lied Professions. 
After two years he returned to 
full-time teaching, where he 
served until he became acting di- 
rector of the School of Health, 
Physical Education and Recrea- 
tion in 1988. 
He has been an associate dean 
in the college of education since 
August 1990. 
According to Russell, the 
search for a new dean will be 
conducted this fall. It will be late 
spring or summer 1992 before the 
position is filled. 
Erekson named new head 
ofBG technology school 
by Christina Wise 
staff writer 
REMINDER: The BG News IS recyclable 
The University's College of 
Technology recently appointed 
Thomas L. Erekson, formerly of 
the University of Maryland, as 
the college's new dean. 
Erekson — who took over ear- 
lier this month after a national 
search — succeeds Jerry Streich- 
ler. 
Streichler was on a faculty im- 
Srovement leave from February 
> July, and has returned to 
teaching technology courses. 
Erekson had served as the 
chairperson of the industrial, 
technological and occupational 
education department at the Uni- 
versity of Maryland. 
BLCJE RIBBON PHOTO = 
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HOWARD'S club H 
210 N. Main 352-9951 
HOURS: 
Mon-Sat:   Noon '111 2:30 a.m. 
Sunday:   2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m. 
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS 
• Pinball • Video Games • 
Darts • Pool • Air Hockey 
• Football • Ping Pong • 
Live Entertainment Weekly 
BG's Largest Selection Draft 




by Doug Baker 
staff writer 
"The first thing on my agenda 
is to meet with aU administrators 
in the college in order to de- 
termine what programming 
changes or updates need to be 
made," he said. "Then I'll decide 
what to do." 
Before his position at Mary- 
land, Erekson had served as a 
department head at the Universi- 
ty of Wyoming, an assistant 
Grofessor at Northern Illinois 
niversity and an associate 
professor at the University of Il- 
linois. 
Erekson received his bache- 
lor's degree from Northern Illi- 
nois University and his master's 
and doctorate at the University of 
Illinois. 
For most college students, do- 
ing the laundry is not a good time. 
However, the University has 
tried to make the experience a 
little more pleasant by installing 
new washing and drying 
machines in all residence halls 
and Greek houses. 
The ASI Maytag company has 
replaced the old washers and 
dryers with high-quality 
machines, said Dave Drake, an 
ASI spokesperson. 
"Bowling Green is really get- 
ting state of the art equipment," 
he said. 
The Maytag machines feature 
a digital screen showing cus- 
tomers how much money has 
been put in and how much time 
remains on the cycle. 
ASI has also added a personal 
Bowling Green touch to the new 
laundry facilities. 
"We made special instruction 
sheets in orange and brown," 
Drake said. "We also put orange 
and brown folding tables in the 
laundry rooms." 
The Davton-based company is 
also installing new machines this 
fall at Miami University and the 
University of Cincinnati. 
Voter  
i! Continued from page 1. 
23-27, the drive will register 
voters at the University Union. 
USG will have a table set up in the 
Union Oval while the College Re- 
publicans will have one in the 
Union Foyer. 
The campaign will be organ- 
ized by USG's national, state and 
community affairs position on the 
cabinet. According to one of the 
co-coordinators, Scott Ziance, the 
project will give the students 
more than enough chances to reg- 
ister. 
"Every student on campus is 
going to be given the chance to 
register at least two to three 
times," he said. 
According to Ziance. the 
project hopes to add Residential 
Student Affairs and the Greek 
chapters on campus. The plan is 
to get the two organizations moti- 
vated to register voters within 
their groups by awarding prizes. 
"We are trying to get residence 
halls involved by having them 
hold a challenge, as the Greeks 
are planning to do," he said. 
College Democrats and 
STEAM will push for a door-to- 
door drive for the campaign, but 
problems may arise due to a Uni- 
versity Student Code policy pro- 
hibiting canvassing within the 
residence halls until three weeks 
prior to an election. 
USG member and co- 
chairperson of STEAM Michael 
Brennan said he agrees the can- 
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Apply NOW for the BGSU Fall Telefund!" 
Applications are available at the Mileti Alumni Center 
from 8am-5pm, Mon. thru Fri. 
(See Employment Opportunity Posting at the Student 
Employment Office, 460 Student Services Bldg.) 
DON'T MISS THIS GREAT OPPORTUNITY!!" 
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Ward One race gaining momentum 
Incumbent confident 
by Jacqueline Porter 
assistant city editor 
Ward One Councilman Jim Da- 
vidson said he is planning on con- 
tinuing his policy of representing 
both students and residents if re- 
elected to the position. 
Davidson has 
been a resident 
of Ward One for 
20 years and 
has served two 
terms as a 
councilperson. 
"I have been 
actively in- 
volved in the 
problems of the 
1st Ward since I Davidson 
moved in years ago," he said. 
Davidson said he has made im- 
provements in Ward One during 
his terms of office — and he is not 
finished yet. 
Among the improvements he 
said he has planned are the in- 
creased amounts of sidewalks in 
the area, small improvements in 
lighting and other long-term im- 
provement plans — including im- 
proved relations between stu- 
dents and residents. 
"I have tried to be a represent- 
ative on all levels — including in- 
sisting very publicly for students' 
rights." he said. "I'm used to 
taking a very independent 
stand. 
"It can be a very difficult job 
because both groups are at times 
very opposed to each other's 
views," he said. "There are more 
problems here than in any other 
ward — this is the most difficult 
ward to represent due to the 
diversity of interests." 
Davidson said he has a basic 
plan when he communicates with 
a See Davidson, page 7. 
Hamm plans for future 
by Jacqueline Porter 
assistant city editor 
Junior communications and 
pre-law major Amy Hamm is fo- 
cusing on the economic develop- 
ment of the city in her campaign 
for the Ward One seat. 
"I'm trying to 
be creative in 
my issues — we 
need more 
businesses in 
this town," she 
said. 
"I don't know 
how many 
times I have 
heard   from 
Gople that we Hamm 
ve no mall in this town or any- 
where else to go," she said. 
Hamm said she has an idea for 
a tax abatement plan that her 
hometown of HilOard  instilled 
this year — and she believes it 
will also work for Bowling Green. 
She said it will make the city 
more appealing for prospective 
businesses to come here and eas- 
ier for University students to 
have access to more than they 
are currently. 
"Students don't usually have 
ample transportation and usually 
have to go into Toledo to get cer- 
tain things," she said. "Since 
there are so many people cram- 
med into the University, we 
would enjoy seeing more busi- 
nesses come here." 
Another issue Hamm is work- 
ing on is the improvement of off- 
campus housing for students. 
Hamm says if she is elected she 
would like to have the city regu- 
late the maintenance of rental 
housing. 
"I believe the landlords aren't 
< I See Hamm, page 7. 
Ziance shows optimism 
by Jacqueline Porter 
assistant city editor 
Bowling Green City Council 
candidate Scott Ziance believes 
he can be a liaison between stu- 
dents and residents. 
"You need a student on council 
who is stressing 
to both perma- 
nent residents 
and neighbors 
to try to get to 
know each 
other," he said. 
Ziance has 
several ideas to 
try improve re- 
lations, includ- 
ing quarterly Ziance 
Ward One meetings and a joint 
city and University philanthropic 
civic event. "Ward One can't be 
neglected just because a large 
number of its residents in the 
population are students," he said. 
There's no reason why stu- 
dents can't live in the neighbor- 
hoods together with the resi- 
dents," he said. "But everyone's 
wishes need to be respected." 
Another issue Ziance has been 
working on for his campaign is 
recycling in the apartment com- 
plexes and mobile home courts. 
Ziance would like to have a trial 
pickup in these areas. 
"Being a science major, this is- 
sue really concerns me," he said. 
"I believe the service can be ex- 
tended without maior expense 
and I will try to push it through 
council." 
Ziance began his campaign 
during the summer months, visit- 
ing residents of Ward One at their 
homes and inquiring about their 
concerns. 
Ziance said he is very encour- 
C See Ziance, page 7. 
BLOTTER 
■University police investigated 
a bomb threat at Centrex building 
Tuesday afternoon. No bomb was 
found, police said. ■A Brathaus, 115 E. Court St., 
employee called upon police to 
remove unwanted customers 
from the bar Tuesday night. The 
customers had been banned from 
the bar last year, police said. ■Five mailboxes and two post 
office boxes were damaged be- 
tween 2 and 11 a.m. Tuesday, 
police said. ■Robin L. Booth, 228 
McDonald West, was cited for 
disorderly conduct for urinating 
in a public area Monday morning, 
police said. ■Karen K. Ruvle, 110 Delta 
Gamma, was cited for disorderly 
conduct for urinating in a public 
area Monday morning, police 
said. ■Eric J. Frost, 850 Sixth Street 
#4, was cited for possession of 
marijuana Monday, police said. ■A Sixth Street resident re- 
ported his golf clubs were stolen 
out of his car Monday afternoon. 
The clubs were valued at $200. ■A Mentor resident reported 
someone ripped the soft top of his 
car on Second Street Thursday. ■A Piedmont sign was broken 
in half at the corner of Eighth 
Street and High Street Thursday 
afternoon, police said. ■Derrick L. Lincoln and Ja- 
maica A. Heflin of Toledo were 
cited for the theft of a license 
plate on Interstate 75 Friday 
morning. ■A North Summit Street resi- 
dent reported his house was eg- 
ged Friday morning. ■City police cited nine drivers 
for speeding on East Wooster 
Street near Interstate 75 between 
noon and 6 p.m. Friday. ■Saturday, between 10 and 12 
orange pylon cones were reported 
stolen from the east side of Ridge 
School, police said. ■ Jeffrey David Brown of 
Maumee was cited for open con- 
tainer at the corner of Ridge 
Street and Main Street Sunday 
morning. ■Michael P. Marshall, 612 Ful- 
ler Drive, was cited for disorder- 
ly conduct Sunday morning. 
Police said they found him passed 
out at the corner of South Grove 
Street and Sand Ridge Road. ■John K. Miller, 631 Manville 
Apt. E, and Christopher E. Spicu- 
zza of Eastlake were both cited 
for criminal mischief. A Derby 
Avenue resident saw them try to 
steal a railroad crossing sign, 
police said. ■City police received a report 
of a vehicle traveling south on 
Interstate 75 north. ■A Partridge Lane resident re- 
ported his house had been egged 
tor the fifth time Saturday night. ■A enough Street resident re- 
^tled a rock was thrown through 
i window Saturday night. ■City police cited 20 drivers for 
speeding on East Wooster Street 
near Interstate 75 between 6 and 8 
p.m. Sunday. 
■A Third Street resident com- 
plained two males were peeping 
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STUDENT RECREATION CENTER 
FIT-FOP ALL PRESCREENING' 
This screening program includes a cardiovascular j 
slop icsi. pushups. sii-ups. flexibility ICSI and a 
body composition t< 'si 
ON YOUR MARK ... (mark your calender) 
GET SET ... (set your sights) 
GO ... TO THE STUDENT RECREATION 
CENTER" 
DATE:      SEPTEMBER 3. 4, & 5TH | 
TIME:        3-5 PM 
WHERE:    SRC ACTIVITY CENTER 
* Fit-For-All sessions begin 
Monday, September 9th 
(all participants musi sign a consent form 
prior lo panicipafing). 
For more information call 372-2711 
Economy  
U Continued from page 1. 
tributed the revision to 
weaker-than-erpected production 
of goods for inventories and a 
more modest gain in consumer 
spending than was first thought. 
The first change, on inventor- 
ies, could turn out to be a favora- 
ble development for the economy. 
Lean   inventories   mean   any 
fiickup in sales will quickly trans- 
ate into increased production at 
factories and eventually into 
more jobs. 
However, the 2.8 percent 
growth in consumer spending, in- 
stead of the 3.6 percent growth es- 
timated earlier, was viewed more 
seriously, even though the de- 
partment attributed some of it to 
a shift of automobile purchases 
from the consumer sector to the 
business sector. 
Consumer spending represents 
two-thirds of all economic activi- 
and its revival is considered 
e key to any lasting economic 
recovery. 
"Consumers are going to be 
very cautious," said 5. Jay Levy, 
chairperson of Bard College's 
Jerome Levy Economics Insti- 




O Continued from page 1. 
While some undergraduate 
students are signed to the Uni- 
versity health insurance plan, 
Kaplan said if a person who does 
not have insurance is forced to 
use the Health Center, the char- 
ges will be reflected in the bills 
and charges of all University stu- 
dents. 
"The more people with insur- 
ance, the better it is for the insti- 
tute, the community and the stu- 
dent body," he said. 
Kaplan said some people who 
do not have insurance will wait 
longer before going to a health 
center when they are sick, there- 
fore potentially infecting other 
students and faculty members. 
Other students who do not have 
health insurance and are serious- 
ly injured or have a prolonged ill- 
ness have to drop out of school to 
keep up with medical bills, Ka- 
plan said. 
Students who use the Universi- 
ty plan have a choice of using a 
yearlong or semester-long plan, 
Kaplan said. 
Students who sign up for the 
yearlong plan will still be protec- 
ted by the plan for the rest of the 
JIM 
TINKER 
CANDIDATE FOR MAYOR 
Leadership that counts! 
Paid (of by (tie Friends fof Jim Tinker. Treas Jason 
T Jackson, Linda Schnetzer » Tim Strauss P.O. 
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year if they graduate or drop out 
of college the first semester, he 
added. 
Kaplan said a mandatory 
health insurance plan was some- 
thing he felt the University 
needed when he joined the Health 
Center six years ago. 
Other states have made health 
insurance plans mandatory, and 
the American College Health As- 
sociation recommends such pro- 








September 6 and 7 at 8 p.m. 
Kobacker Hall • Moore Center • BGSU 
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Sale Prices for the 
first 400 orders. 
1 bed loft 2 bed suspended loft 
yearly $80 yearly $100 
• FREE ASSEMBLY* 
• FREE DISASSEMBLY* 
(at the end of the year) 
• FREE LOFT LADDERS* 
(first 200 orders) 
• NO SALES TAX* 
• FREE SERVICE CALLS ALL YEAR* 
2 Bed Suspended Loft Design Exclusively: 
LOFTS UNLIMITED 
3S3-L0FT(5638) 
10:30am to 8:00pm 
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New bar opens downtown 
Photographs' owners hope pub will be successful 
by Jacqueline Porter 
assistant city editor 
University students will soon be 
exposed to a new bar. 
Partners   Robert  Goldt,   Bill 
Moyer and Nick Tokle's original 
dream of building a small-scale 
pub has turned into the large- 
scale bar called Photographs, 
135   N. Main St. 
The realization of the need to 
invest more time and money hit 
the partners like a cold shower. 
"We found out we had to install 
a complete sprinkler system in 
the building," said Goldt. "We 
were in a position where we had 
to do it right the first time and go 
all out." 
"But it's a lot better and wiser 
this way to get it right the first 
time rather than doing it again 
later," he said. 
The co-owners are completing 
the work on the bar themselves 
and have labored on the project 
"day and night" for six weeks. 
The rooms are panelled with 
the original wood from the drug- 
store that was formerly there. 
"We wanted something different. We were 
bored with the same old thing all the time 
and we thought that students were too." 
—Robert Goldt, Photographs partner 
Also, the 75-foot bar is con- 
structed from high school blea- 
chers, the doors are from Hayes 
Hall and the molding is from an 
old hospital in Toledo. Once fin- 
ished, the pale yellow bar with 
red and blue trim will be host to 
an assortment of events, includ- 
ing a modeling contest sponsored 
by Generra Clothing, a Karaoke 
night, a talent show and live 
bands from major cities, Goldt 
said. 
"We wanted something 
different," he said. "We were 
bored with the same old thing all 
the time and we thought that stu- 
dents were too." 
"We will have a quality atmos- 
phere — it will be clean and 
different with the right type of en- 
tertainment that people will come 
back to," he said. 
Goldt said Photographs will 
feature many bands exclusively 
from outside the Toledo area and 
will charge a cover only on band 
nights. 
Goldt stressed the reason for 
the cover charge — it will pay for 
the cost of the band only. 
A band can charge a bar up to 
$1,000 a night, he said. 
"Students don't understand 
that bands are very expensive," 
he said. "We could hire garbage 
bands and eat up the costs our- 
selves, but we wanted to give 
them something a little better 
than that." 
"This is basically a college bar 
for college students," he said. 
Photographs will offically open 
tonight. 
Welcoming Music «> „.„/,,,„ NO.™,, 
As part of a Krogers' promotion to welcome back University students, David Rogers plays the key- 
board inside the store on North Main Street Tuesday afternoon. 
fftarco's Pizza 
Bowling Green: 1045 N. Main St. 
353-0044 
Free Delivery! 
$1 OO     ANY PIZZA ,yr^r      (smgie or douce) Off or 
ANY 2 SUBS 
Hand Spun or Pan Pizza 
One Coupon Per Oder 
SINGLE LARGE PIZZA 
Cheese and 1 Item $5.95 
i.p "-30-51 
353-0044 
Horvd Spun or Pan Pizza 
•   Ar»'©*o-e«*sS*00 
•   No &*& co-eon wh this o"e* 
•   Bow*ng Gieen S'oe On* w 2 00 
353-0044 
Look What's Happening at 
GAMERS 
Monday:   Monday Night Football Specials on 
food and drinks. 
Tuesday:   Margarita & 50c Taco Night 
Wednesday:   Female Dancers 
Thursday:   Band - "Hot Rocket" 
Friday & Saturday:   Band Nights. New bands every week! 
893 S. Main St. Must be 21 to drink. 352-9780 
BO News/Slephanle Lewis 
Photographs, a new bar located downtown on Main Street, will be opening tonight 
Trappers successful with 
unique no-smoking rule 
by Doug Baker 
siaff writer 
Imagine a popular, successful 
bar which has a no smoking sign 
hanging on the door. 
Such a place actually exists. 
T.J. Trappers Pub and Grub in 
Bryan, Ohio is the nation's only 
smokeless bar. 
Trappers has been in business 
more than a year and "they are 
doing very well," said public re- 
lations consultant Diana Escho- 
fen. People wishing to smoke 
may use a smokers' bench in 
front of the restaurant or the 
smoking area provided in back of 
the building. 
Local bar owners, however, are 
skeptical the idea would work in 
Bowling Green. 
According to Mike Finnegan, 
manager at Howard's, 210 N. 
Main St., 30 to 45 percent of their 
customers still smoke. Convert- 
ing the bar to a smoke free envi- 
ronment would result in a large 
loss of business, he said. 
To many owners and cus- 
tomers, a bar is a place to cut 
loose and do anything and every- 
thing they want to do. 
One local bar owner, who re- 
fused to be named, said telling 
customers they could no longer 
smoke would be an infringement 
on their freedom to have a good 
time. 
"I would not even attempt to 
have a smokeless bar," he said. 
Trappers has been a smokeless 
establishment since it began, 
which is much easier than trying 
to implement new policies in old- 
er bars, Finnegan said. 
Many bar patrons at Howard's 
seemed to approve of the idea of a 
smokeless bar but doubted that 
the concept could be applied. 
"The idea of a bar is tor recrea- 
tion," said one local resident. "I 
don't know if a smokeless bar 
would go over here." 
Many bargoers seemed to be- 
lieve the idea of separating the 
smokers from the non-smokers is 
worth considering, due to the 
dangers of secondhand smoke. 
Dr. Joshua Kaplan, director of 
University Health Services, said 
secondhand smoke can be dan- 
gerous to non-smokers. 
"If you are exposed to sec- 
ondhand smoke one time in your 
life, your risk of getting lung can- 
cer goes up," Kaplan said "At 
least 5,000 people a year who 
don't smoke get lung cancer." 
Many patrons of College 
Station, 1616 E. Wooster St., said 
a smokeless bar is discrimina- 
tory. 
To accomodate smokers, Trap- 
Grs considered using a smoker s 
t where a customer wishing to 
smoke would put their names on a 
list. The wearer of the smoker's 
hat could then smoke for three to 
five minutes and would then be 
required to give up the hat. 
A smoker's booth and cone 
were also considered where a 
customer wishing to smoke would 
be required to exhale directly into 
a ventilation system. 
"The smokers hat and booth 
were ideas we seriously con- 
sidered at the beginning," Escho- 
fen said. "We finally decided not 
to allow smoking at all." 
Most bars in Bowling Green 
simply do not have the space to 
effectively separate the smokers 
from the non-smokers, owners 
said. 
Drinking and smoking still go 
hand in hand for many customers 
and they would not like to see that 
change. 
According to one downtown 
patron, "I would not come in here 
if I could not smoke." 
But Eschofen said going 
smokefree works for Trappers. 
"The idea of a smokeless bar 
got laughed at, but Trappers is 
doing quite well," she said. 
DON'T SIGN UP 
FOR A STUDENT 
LOAN UNTIL YOU 
SIGN UP HERE. 
FRIDAY FLICK !!! 
J^ 
Friday, August 30 
8 pm 
115 Education 
Though arrested and imprisoned in one of Nazi 
Germany's most dreaded concentration camps, 
Corrie and her sister learned that "there is no pit 
so deep that He is not deeper still". 







Men who don't register with 
Selective Service aren't eligible for 
some federal benefits. And that 
includes federal student aid for col- 
lege. So if you're within a month of 
turning 18, take five minutes and fill 
out a simple card at the post office. 
S.l«1l». SOTK. Ri.iitrati 


















Due to the Labor Day Holiday. Monday, September 2. 
ADVERTISING DEADLINE 
for the Tuesday. September 3rd. AND Wednesday. September 
4-th. editions will be 
FRIDAY. AUGUST 30, 4 P.M. 
DISPLAY and CLASSIFIED 
*214 West Hall* * 372-2601 * )}• 
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Thousands revolt 
in African nation 
by Greg Marinovirh 
Associated Press Wriier 
Beating The Heat 
Cooling off after their first day of classes, •eater Tracey Schor- 
der, junior Lisa Woodruff, sophomore Jen Harnden and junior 
SO Ne»i/joy Muidock 
Libbey Byington sit on chairs inside a pool outside of the Gamma 
Phi Beta house Wednesday afternoon. Tomorrow's weather will 
be partly cloudy with a high near 90 degrees. 
ANTANANARIVO, Madagascar (AP) - About 300,000 anti- 
government demonstrators marched through the narrow cobbled 
streets of the capital on Tuesday shouting their rejection of Prime 
Minister Guy Razamanasy's new Cabinet. 
Women banged spoons on plates, demanding President Didier Rat- 
siraka leave. Marchers waved banners reading, "Ratsiraka assas- 
sin" and "Ratsiraka out." 
Banks and businesses closed Tuesday after the opposition called 
anew for a general strike to force the president out. 
Ratsiraka is struggling to defuse the political crisis in this Indian 
Ocean island nation of 11 million, where clashes with security forces 
killed 31 protesters two weeks ago. 
Ratsiraka and Razamanasy hoped that announcing a new Cabinet 
and promising elections would quiet the opposition, which has named 
its own shadow government and demanded an end to Ratsiraka's 
16-year socialist rule. No election date has been set. 
Davidson 
Continued from page 5. 
voters. He makes it a point to 
visit their homes and he invites 
students to get in touch with him 
to voice their concerns. He is also 
willing to speak to on-campus 
groups and other University or- 
ganizations, he said. 
"It is most rewarding to have 
your efforts recognized by the 
students you represent," he said. 
"We have a very strong ticket 
this year and I'm very confident 
about it," he said. "It should be 
interesting." 
Hamm 
D Continued from page 5. 
keeping their side of the bill when 
it comes to housing," she said. "I 
want the city to be able to give a 
warning to landlords if they are 
not fixing up their housing." 
If the landlords still did not re- 
solve grievances, Hamm said she 
wants city council to be able to 
hold the rent in escrow until the 
problem is resolved. 
"We should keep a close eye on 
off-campus housing for students 
because once they move off cam- 
pus, they have limited options," 
she said. 
Ziance  
D Continued from page 5. 
aged by the reaction. "I was sur- 
prised by the positive reaction — 
people were shocked my first 
time out because it was so early 
in the summer," he said. 
Ziance compiled the concerns 
into a master fist and presented it 
to City Council, then visited the 
residents a second time during 
the summer with prominent fig- 
ures in the community. 
"I'm really encouraged about 
the campaign," he said. "It's go- 
ing well. 
i~" 
Do something good. 
Feel something real. 
from now on in Amera, ony definifion of o successful life must include serving others. 
h W out how you con Wp in your community, coll I (800) 677-5515. 
Need Cash Fast . . . 
I       Look for Green Machine® 
S Green Machine s offers convenient 24 hour banking with over 700 
B locations throughout Ohio.   Enjoy nationwide banking, too. Because | Green Machine" is part of the MONEY STATION™ and CIRRUS 
I automated teller machine networks. Look for these symbols at thousands 





For fast cash, stop by any one of Society Bank's two Green Machine® 
locations in Bowling Green-1098 North Main St. and 327 South Main St. 








Student Fall Memberships 
Starting Aug. 28 
$45.00 
1991 Fall Validation Sticker 
Cash, Bursar, or Credit Card 
Call For Tee Times EARLY! 372-2674 
Macintosh 
LC 
Li   I— L. i i i t t Uflt- 
ACTUAL   GOVERNMENT SALES 
1990 Merctdes 450 $2,109 
1989 Cadillac $1,200 
1989 Pcsche $650 
486 PC system $200 
HP Laserjet $167 
Macintosh LC $150 
1988 Dodge Van $100 
3 bedroom home $100 
1989 Honda cycle $75 
286 PC sysiem $47 
Nikon 35mm camera $10 
1 carat diamond nng $10 
The sales listed above are just a small 
sample ot the thousands ot "giveaway" 
bargains that are available 
npy^rgnT^^^T"T9^ntppT^^onipuTe 
A  MACINTOSH  LC FOR $150.00? 
A 486 PC SYSTEM FOR $200.00? 
Unbelievable prices? No. not when you are buying government 
seized/surplus merchandise. The lacl is the government sells 
thousands of items every year at "giveaway" prices. Buy lor your own 
enjoyment or re-sell lor a profit. Gel the complete information 
package you need and start buying the merchandise you want at the 
lowest possible price. The government even accepts major credit 
cards' Our package includes: A Comprehensive guide explaining in 
detail what you need to know. A 50-page government purchasing 
manual, a one-year subscription to the Government Buyer's 
Newsletter and (optional) a catalog packed with hundreds ol software 
titles available lor under $10.00. Bottom line cost: $69.95, a small 
Since considering the benefits you will reap. Please allow 2-3 weeks 
or delivery (allow an extra 5 days for personal checks to clear). Send 
cash, check or money order for $69 95 to: 
INFORMATION  RESOURCE   SERVICE 
1568 W. SYLVANIA AVE. #12041 
TOLEDO, OH    43612 
BEWARE1 Currently several other companies oiler "Government 
Seized Merchandise" catalogs; we cannot overemphasize the lact 
that the information they offer is out-of-date, incomplete and many 
times unreliable. Our package has taken a little over 2 years ol 
extensive research to compile and no one comes closer to making 
purchasing merchandise from the government any easier or more 
cost-effective then Information Resource Service, 
More and more PhDs across the conn 
try are recommending Hewlett-Packard 
financial and scientific Calculati H a 
to their students. And for some verj 
strong reason*. 
The HP 48SX Scientific Expandable 
has powerful graphics tools that are 
remarkably helpful to students learn- 
ing mathematical concepts. And with 
the equation solver feature, it's excel- 
lent for applying mathematics to 
engineering." according to Dr. William 
Rahmeyer. a professor of civil and 
environmental engineering at I'tan 
State I'niversity 
"The HP Business Consultant II has an 
equation solver and extensive math 
functions These free the students from 
computational tedium so the) can 
think and interact on a higher level," 
says I'r Lee v Stiff, a professor of math 
education at North Carolina State 
Univenitj 
So go check OUl the HP calculator line 
at your college bookstore or HI' retailer. 
You'll agree, there's nil faster relief from 
the pain of tough problems 
HP calculators. The best for your 
success. 
ES3 HEWLETT PACKARD 
State 
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Abortion bill to 
be signed today 
by John ChaUant 
Associated Press writer 
COLUMBUS - A bill re- 
quiring a 24-hour waiting 
period for women seeking 
abortions will be signed into 
law by Gov. George Voino- 
vich without a public or pri- 
vate ceremony, aides to the 
governor said Wednesday. 
Curt Steiner, the governor's 
deputy chief of staff, said 
Rep. Jerome Luebbers, 
D-Cincinnati, who sponsored 
the measure, was unable to 
attend a signing ceremony 
this week. 
"We're handling it like we 
do the majority of bills," 
Steiner said in an interview. 
"As a practical matter, he 
has to sign the bill this week." 
Voinovich spokesperson 
Jenny Camper said the bill 
would be one of seven or eight 
that would be signed Thurs- 
day morning. She said Voino- 
vich would be available to an- 
swer questions from report- 
ers later in the day. 
Luebbers said the installa- 
tion of new computer equip- 
ment and other work at his 
business in Cincinnati pre- 
cluded a trip to Columbus. 
"I planned my schedule for 
the office this week not think- 
ing at all the day had finally 
come that the governor was 
going to sign this bill," Lueb- 
bers said in an interview. 
"I don't think they would do 
a ceremony without the spon- 
sor of the bill," he said. "I 
know some people are going 
to be disappointed that we 
didn't have one." 
The bill requires that wom- 
en be given printed material 
Erescnbed by the state at 
;ast 24 hours before having 
an abortion. Material would 
have to provide details about 
fetal development and in- 
clude information about 
alternatives. 
The measure also requires 
individual counseling by a 
doctor before an abortion. 
Women would have to sign a 
form consenting to the proce- 
dure and certifying they had 
received the information. 
Voinovich opposes abortion 
in most cases and supported 
the bill, although he did not 
initiate it. 
Barbara Maurer, executive 
director of the National Abor- 
tion Rights Action League in 
Ohio, viewed lack of a cere- 
mony as an indication that 
Voinovich was afraid of pro- 
choice groups. 
Lottery games linked with 
rise in gambling addiction 
AKRON, Ohio (AP) - Counselors 
say they are seeing more people 
with gambling addictions be- 
cause of lottery games. 
Scratch-off tickets and "Super 
Lotto" six-of-47 number-selection 
games, each costing $1 a play, 
are sold at thousands of conven- 
ience stores, wine-and-beer out- 
lets and other locations. 
The availability has created a 
new group of gambling addicts, 
said Valerie Lorenz, executive 
director of the National Center 
for Pathological Gambling. 
"This new form of betting has 
opened up gambling to more mi- 
norities and females as well as 
the young and old," Lorenz said 
in an interview published Monday 
in the Akron Beacon Journal. 
Lottery spokesperson Sandy 
Lesko Mounts said Monday the 
Ohio Lottery Commission is 
working to help people with gam- 
bling problems, and offers a toll- 
free hotline for players who fear 
they may be addicted. 
There are about 8,129 lottery 
sales locations in the state, in- 
cluding 3,925 scratch-off sales 
sites and 4,403 "Super Lotto" out- 
lets, Lesko Mounts said. Some 
outlets offer both types of games. 
"There's a whole group of peo- 
ple out there who are becoming 
lottery addicts," Lorenz said. 
There are few statistics to back 
Lorenz' warnings of increasing 
gambling addiction, the news- 
paper said. A 1984 study commis- 
sioned by the Ohio Lottery found 
that about 197,000 Ohioans could 
be potential pathological gam- 
blers. 
Counselors report an increas- 
ing number of people seeking 
counseling for gambling prob- 
lems. 
"There are no cold statistics, 
but I know we're getting more 
and more calls from people 
whose lottery spending is out of 
control," said Terry Toohig, 
president of the Ohio Council on 
Problem Gambling. 
A Heartland Institute study re- 
cently  found  lottery  gambling 
more prevalent among the poor. 
The lottery says the typical 
Ohio Lottery player is a 41-year- 
old, middle-class white male with 
a college education. 
"The Ohio Lottery leads the 
way in being an advocate to help 
people with a problem of addic- 
tion to gambling," Lesko Mounts 
said. "On most of our scratch-off 
tickets, we have printed on the 
back, 'If you have a problem with 
compulsive gambling, please dial 
this 1-800 number and we'll direct 
you to someone who can help 
you.'" 
Lesko Mounts said the hotline 
gets about 125 calls a month, not 
only from lottery players who 
think they may have a problem 
but from people who may be ad- 
dicted to other forms of gam- 
bling. 
The referral program is funded 
through the sales of lottery tick- 
ets. 
'Boot camp9 jail to open 
LANCASTER, Ohio (AP) — A 
state prison that will operate 
much like a military boot camp 
will open Sept. 12. 
Camp Commander Maj. Ralph 
Coyle said opening day ceremon- 
ies will be held on the Camp 
Reams grounds of the South- 
eastern Correctional Institution. 
Scheduled to attend are Lt. 
Gov. Michael DeWine and state 
Rep. E.J. Thomas of Columbus, 
who sponsored legislation that es- 
tablished the program. 
The 100-bed Camp Reams will 
accept healthy, non-violent, first- 
time offenders aged 18-25. 
Prisoners will stay at Camp 
Reams for 90 days. They will be 
busy from 5 a.m. to 10 p.m. doing 
such things as exercises and 
cleaning chores. 
If they graduate, they will 
avoid prison sentences of up to 
five years. 
UPTOWN PRESENTS: 
MONDAYS - WEDNESDAYS ■ THURSDAYS 
FRIDAYS • SATURDAYS 
NO COVER FOR 21 AND OLDER 
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Second Set Free When 
Ordering Double Prints 
Aug 28 - Sept 11 
FUJI 35 mm 
CAMERA 
Includes: 
Free Film, $7.50 in 
Coupons, Free Batteries 
Coo QK save $7.00 





by Thomas J. Sheeran 
Associated Press writer 
CLEVELAND — A 30-member 
Soviet delegation whose goodwill 
trip was suspended amid the 
failed coup in Moscow arrived 
here Wednesday aboard two 
MiG-29's and an IL-76 cargo plane 
for the Cleveland National Air 
Show. 
The U.S. State Department re- 
sponded to the coup attempt in 
progress by revoking the group's 
diplomatic clearance and the So- 
viets turned back halfway 
through their trip and returned to 
Moscow. The clearance was 
restored after the coup failed. 
Despite the suspension of the 
trip on the first attempt last 
week, the flight from Moscow by 
way of Alaska and Canada was 
normal, Alexander Garnaev, a 
test pilot who will fly a MiG-29 in 
the show, said at a news confer- 
ence. 
Garnaev said he was anxious to 
show an American audience this 
weekend the maneuverability of 
the MiG-29, which flies up to 1,520 
mph. 
Garnaev and his fellow MiG pi- 
lot, Marat Alykov, left the news 
conference to get a feel for the 
flight patterns across the Lake 
Ene waterfront. Sidewalk spec- 
tators saw the MiG's do an engine 
stall, allowing the aircraft to 
plummet before gunning the en- 
gine and climbing out of the fall. 
Another maneuver involved the 
MiG flying horizontally while its 
cockpit was pointing up, similar 
to a dog walking on its hind legs. 
The delegation is headed by 
Anatoly Belosvet, first deputy 
general designer for the Mikoyan 
Design Bureau, which produces 
aircrafts. 
Belosvet, speaking through an 
interpreter, said the group hopes 
to improve Soviet-American re- 
lations during the trip and en- 
courage commercial ties between 
the countries. 
The purpose of the visit is "the 
widening of friendship, the busi- 
ness relations between the people 
of our countries," Belosvet said. 
The failure of the coup against 
Soviet President Mikhail Gorba- 
chev made it even more impor- 
tant, Belosvet said. 
Asked about the morale of the 
Soviet military in the wake of the 
coup attempt and the reported 
involvement of some of Gorba- 
chev's top military advisers, Be- 
losvet said, "The Soviet military 
are in a very good mood right 
now." 
Much of the military supported 
Boris Yeltsin in his successful bid 
to be elected president of the 
Russian Republic, Belosvet 
noted. 
RESERVE    OFFICERS'   TRAINING   CORPS 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
Free Heat & Water 
Laundromats 
1& 2 B.R. Apts. 
1 & 2 Full Baths 
24 hr. Maintenance 
Call Today 352-9135 
400 Napolean Rd. 
BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUY IS IN CLASS. 
Excitement and adventure is the course description, and Army ROTC is the name. It's the one college elec- 
tive that builds your self confidence, develops your leadership potential and helps you take on the challenges 
of command. 
There's no obligation until your junior year, so there's no reason to try it out right now. 
TAKE MILITARY SCIENCE 101 THIS SEMESTER 
• 2 elective credit hours 
• Interesting exciting training 
• No obligation 
• Several convenient sections to choose from 
ARMY ROTC 
N     I     AA 
THE SMAITtST COLLEGE 
COCISE TOO CA* TME. 
CONTACT ARMY ROTC • 372-2476 • 151 MEMORIAL HALL 
U.S.S.R. 
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Ax falls in Russia 
Coup leaders charged with treason 
MOSCOW (AP) — President 
Mikhail S. Gorbachev, moving to 
furnish his enemies and reward 
ds friends, ordered a shake-up of 
the KGB Wednesday and forced 
out dozens of members of a top 
administrative body. Prosecutors 
charged 13 suspected ringleaders 
of the takeover with high treason. 
Gorbachev, betrayed by many 
top officials during the coup, put 
a premium on loyalty as he as- 
sembled a new inner circle. He 
appointed a foreign minister, 
Boris Pankin, who as Soviet am- 
bassador to Czechoslovakia de- 
fied the orders of the hard-line 
coup leaders during the takeover. 
At Gorbachev's request, the 
Supreme Soviet legislature 
passed a motion of no confidence 
in the national Cabinet of Minis- 
ters, many of whose members 
were implicated in the plot. Its 
approximately 70 members were 
expected to resign. 
Meanwhile, more and more at- 
tention turned to the growing 
clout of Boris Yeltsin, who rose to 
new heights of power when he led 
the resistance to the coup. 
Amid international jitters over 
control of the Soviet strategic ar- 
senal in the event of a Soviet 
breakup, Yeltsin offered to take 
all nuclear weapons now 
stationed in the Ukraine onto 
Russian territory if that republic 
becomes independent. 
Also, Soviet lawmakers moved 
to head off potential border dis- 
putes involving the giant Russian 
republic. Russia nas worried 
some neighboring republics by 
suggesting it reserves the right to 
review its frontiers with those 
that leave the union. 
In other developments on 
Wednesday, one week after the 
coup's collapse: 
—A shake-up in the Soviet 
media continued. The official 
nightly news program "Vrernya" 
was being overhauled, and Gor- 
bachev appointed his spokesper- 
son, Vitaly Ignatenko, general di- 
rector of the Tass news agency. 
Ignatenko's predecessor was 
fired after the coup. 
—Germany recognized the in- 
dependence of the Baltic repub- 
lics of Latvia, Lithuania and Es- 
tonia, following similar moves by 
dozens of nations. A1939 German- 
Soviet "friendship treaty" gave 
Josef Stalin a free hand to annex 
the Baltics, which were inde- 
pendent nations between the 
world wars. 
—President Bush discussed the 
Baltics and the question of 
Western aid for the stumbling So- 
viet economy with British Prime 
Minister John Major, who ar- 
rived Wednesday for a three-day 
stay at the president's vacation 
home in Maine. Major, who is co- 
ordinating aid to the Soviet Union 
from the seven major in- 
dustrialized democracies, will 
visit Moscow and meet with Gor- 
bachev and Yeltsin on Sunday. 
After the three-day coup, Gor- 
bachev vowed that its leaders 
would be brought to justice. 
Those charged with treason on 
Wednesday included the seven 
surviving members of the coup 
committee. 
An eighth member, Interior 
Minister Boris Pugo, was found 
dead after the coup. Authorities 
have not determined whether he 
was slain or committed suicide. 
Among those charged was Vla- 
dimir Kryuchkov, former chief of 
the KGB secret police. Gorba- 
chev ordered an investigation 
into the activities of the KGB, and 
a committee was set up to write a 
restructuring plan and legislation 
to regulate its future activities. 
Four KGB generals, including 
Kryuchkov, have been arrested 
and charged with treason for 
their roles in the coup. But KGB 
troops also played a key role in 
breaking up the coup when they 
refused an order to attack pro- 
democracy demonstrators at the 
Russian Parliament, headquar- 
ters for opposition to the coup. 
Even longtime Gorbachev as- 
sociates were being brought to 
account. The Russian republic's 
prosecutor, Valentin Stepankov, 
told Tass he would question Ana- 
toly Lukyanov, the ousted 
speaker of the national legisla- 
ture, in connection with the coup 
plot. 
Lukyanov, a law-school class- 
mate of Gorbachev, went before 
lawmakers on Wednesday to pro- 
claim his innocence, saying: "I 
was not a conspirator." 
Student 
Records 
Under the terms of the Family Educational 
Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, and 
University policy on student records. 
Bowling Green State University may 
disclose such personally identifiable 
information from a student's educational 
record as has been designated to be 
directory       information. 
Students have the right to refuse the 
designation of personally identifiable 
information as directory information. If a 
student exercisesthis right, directory 
information will not be released without the 
student's consent except as provided by 
law and University policy. Students 
choosing to exercise their rights respecting 
directory information should contact in 
person the Office of the Vice President for 
Student Affairs by 5p.m., Wednesday, • 
September 4, 1991. 
Independence of 
Soviet republics 
may cause chaos 
WASHINGTON (AP) — 
The republics of the USSR 
may go their separate ways 
in the emerging new world 
order, but those who study 
these matters are convinced: 
It isn't going to be pretty. 
There are deep doubts that 
eight, 10 or more independent 
countries, each with its own 
currency, its economy, its 
capital, its languages, its 
flag, its foreign policy — and 
with its own minorities yearn- 
ing to be free — can exist as 
economically viable nations. 
Far worse, what the world 
may see evolving are lan- 
guage, ethnic and border dis- 
putes turning into massacres 
and the upheaval of vast pop- 
ulations. 
The role model may turn 
out to be the new order in Yu- 
goslavia, where Croatians 
and Serbs are killing each 
other and what was once one 
country held together by the 
iron hand of communism is 
now non-communist but 
splintering and bleeding. 
"If this thing really starts 
going," says Jerry Hough, di- 
rector of the East-West Trade 
Center at Duke University, 
"it's going to make Yugosla- 
via look like a picnic." 
But Yugoslavia has 24 mil- 
lion people. The Soviet Union 
has 288 million. 
"We're seeing at every 
level people who want self- 
determination and independ- 
ence for themselves but they 
don't want to give self- 
determination and independ- 
ence to smaller groups within 
their own borders," Ray- 
mond Garthoff, former U.S. 
ambassador to Bulgaria, said 
in an interview. 
Even while Lithuania was 
seeking the world's sympathy 
it squelched its own Polish 
minority, said Richard Her- 
mann, political scientist at 
Ohio State University. 
Hermann, a former mem- 
ber of Secretary of State 
James A. Baker Ill's policy 
planning staff, adds another 
dimension: He sees the 
autonomy bug leaping across 
borders, into Afghanistan, 
India, Pakistan and Iran, 
where sizeable minorities 
ma v also decide that it is time 
to declare independence. 
Still, said Hermann, from 
an American security view- 
point, "We're much safer and 
more secure even though the 
Erobability of smaller wars 
as gone up. The great 
powers would have no incen- 
tive to get involved.... For us, 
it's a yawn." 
In interviews, a number of 
Soviet experts applauded 
President Bush's hesitancy to 
encourage independence for 
the IS republics of the old So- 
viet empire, except for the 
three Baltic states seized by 
the Soviets in a deal with the 
Nazis in 1940. 
"We ought to try, if we can, 
to head off, or at the very 
least not to encourage, things 
that we are not going to be 
able to control in the final 
analysis," said Garthoff. "We 
shouldn't be encouraging ac- 
tions that may have bad con- 
sequences." 
Some of Bush's advisers be- 
lieve that a dissolution of the 
USSR has now become un- 
stoppable, despite Mikhail 
Gorbachev's struggle to head 
it off by proposing a loose 
confederation in place of the 
centrally controlled realm he 
led before the Aug. 19 attempt 
to depose him. 
In Kennebunkport, Maine, 
one administration official, 
speaking on a not-for- 
anribution basis, expressed 
fear that "a lot of these re- 
publics, if they become inde- 
pendent, will be immediate 
economic basket cases." 
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Soviet upheaval 
sparks assessment 
of U.S. spending 
by Steven Komarow 
Associated Press wriier 
WASHINGTON - The chair- 
man of the House Armed Services 
Committee on Wednesday pro- 
posed trimming $1 billion from 
U.S. weapons programs to pro- 
vide humanitarian aid to the So- 
viets. 
"We do not want the first win- 
ter of freedom after 70 years of 
communism to be a disaster for 
the Soviet Union," said Rep. Les 
Aspin, D-Wis., referring to crop 
shortfalls and other economic 
disasters looming there. 
And, more directly to Ameri- 
can defense interests, the money 
would "promote stability and 
avert chaos" in a nation with 
30,000 nuclear weapons, he said. 
Aspin's proposal came as 
several other lawmakers, includ- 
ing House Majority leader Rich- 
ard Gephardt, D-Mo., said the 
United States needed to re- 
evaluate its budget priorities be- 
cause of recent events in the So- 
viet Union. 
Aspin said the breakup of the 
Soviet system, the worst-case 
scenario being a civil war, could 
spread nuclear weapons among 
several governments and per- 
haps weaken security surround- 
ing the warheads. 
There are additional possibili- 
ties of seizure of weapons by ter- 
rorists or sale of weapons on a 
nuclear black market," he said. 
Aspin said he would make his 
proposal to the House and Senate 
conference committee consider- 
ing the $292 billion Department of 
Defense budget. The cash would 
be put into a special fund admin- 
istered by President Bush. 
Setting aside $1 billion for aid 
would result in less money for 
other programs, but Aspin said 
he didn't nave specific cutbacks 
in mind. 
The budget agreement between 
Congress and Bush prohibits 
transfer of money between do- 
mestic programs, foreign aid and 
defense. Aspin said he would ar- 
gue he wasn't violating that rule. 
"This is defense by different 
means but defense nevertheless, 
so it should come out of the Pen- 
tagon budget," he said. 
The budget pact might have to 
be changed later if the Soviet 
Union meets Western demands 
for further reforms and the 
United States enters a long-term 
economic aid program, he said. 
Bob Hall, a Pentagon spokes- 
B:rson, said Secretary of Defense 
ick Cheney would nave no im- 
mediate comment on Aspin's 
proposal. 
Rep. William L. Dickinson of 
Alabama, the senior Republican 
on Aspin's committee, said in a 
statement that he agreed "it is in 
the best interest of this nation to 
help the Russian people through 
what promises to be a very se- 
vere winter." 
But Dickinson said he didn't 
want the Pentagon to be seen as a 
"cash cow" and, even in the short 
term, the United States should 
link the aid to "demonstrated ec- 
onomic, political and military re- 
form in the Soviet Union." 
A more moderate Republican, 
Sen. Jack Danforth, R-Mo., said 
the budget should be changed and 
defense spending reduced. 
"There is no reason to leave in 
[ilace budget decisions that are no 
onger consistent with the real- 
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BE IN THE BOOK! 
Attention Off - Campus Students! 
Your Local Off - Campus address and telephone number will be printed in the 
BGSU Telephone Directory. 
Use the Off-Campus Local Address Change form below to provide Off-Campus residence and telephone number only. 
To assure proper inclusion in the BGSU Telephone Directory, please submit competed forms by 
Tuesday, September 3,1991 
However, 
if you do not yet know your Off-Campus Local telephone number (and you want It listed), 
please hold the form until the telephone number Is known. 
(Every effort will be made to include in the Directory forms received before 9:00 AM, Tuesday, September 3.) 
Please mail or deliver the completed Off-Campus Local Address change form to the Office of 
Registration and Records, 110 Administration Building or drop off the form at one of the sites listed below. 
I 
Drop Locations: I 
Off-Campus Local 
Use this form only is Ofl-Campus Address Change or Correction is required. 
Contact the On-Campus Housing Office to change residence hall or Greek unit address 
University Union Information Desk J Name Student    ID 1AO9OI 
Off-Campus Student Center 






City  State. 
Telephone 




Administration Bldg, 1st Floor Hall | 
., -        _, I Address Change Form Office of Registration and Records j Revised 1 July 1990 
I  
Bowling Green Stale University 
Ottice of Registration and Records 
Signature and Date 
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Wyche expects strong season 
Sam Wyche, the ever- 
optimistic coach of the Cincinnati 
Bengals, touting his team's 
chances this year despite a 
"Catch-?2" defense that in 1990 
was one of the worst in the 
National Football League. 
"I think Boomer Esiason is in 
his prime. As good as he's been, 
to say he's now in his prime is 
saying something," Wyche said. 
"He's as far along in the business 
as I've ever seen anybody, and 
that includes Joe Montana. 
"Joe Montana has certainly 
gotten his doctoral degree in 
quarterbacking, and Boomer has 
his, too. Boomer is on top of his 
game." 
Esiason and his coaches con- 
tend there was nothing wrong 
with him last year even though he 
threw 22 interceptions and the 
Bengals gained less than 3,000 
yards passing for the first time 
since Esiason was drafted in 1984. 
He's been throwing very well in 
camp, and Wyche has said the 
Bengals will not be as conserva- 
tive as last season, when they 
scored less than 400 points for 
only the second time in six years. 
With wide receivers Eddie 
Brown and Tim McGee both 
healthy, Wyche predicts a return 
to a more fan-pleasing offense 
from the ball-control tactics of 
last year. 
"I think we've got some spe- 
cialty-type players, guys like 
Reggie Kembert who's a special 
guy because of his size and 
speed," Wyche said. "He may not 
be a total receiver yet, but there 
are some parts of the game that 
he could light the stadium up. 
"Eddie and Timmy are playing 
at the top of their game, which is 
dandy since our quarterback is at 
the top of his. We're deeper than 
we've been since I've been here." 
That depth includes wide 
receivers Mike Barber and Lynn 
James, tight end Rodney Holman 
and running back James Brooks, 
from whom the Bengals have 
come to expect about 1,000 yards 
rushing and 300 yards receiving a 
year. 
"The thing we don't have is the 
big, big Christian Okoye or Tom 
Rathman or somebody like that," 
Wyche said. "Ickey Woods is on 
injured reserve ... Craig Taylor 
plays like a big guy but he's not 
really a big guy. 
That's about the extent of Wy- 
che's worries on offense, but de- 
fense is another matter. After 
ranking 25th overall last year, 
how much can a team improve in 
oneyear? 
"We'll be better," Wyche said. 
"I think our defensive backfield 
is as good or better than it's been, 
which is pretty good. We have a 
good defensive backfield. 
"Our whole defensive unit is 
improved. I'm just hoping they'll 
be as good as they were in 1988. 
They were as responsible as any 
part of the team for us going to 
the Super Bowl." 
That year, the Bengals' allowed 
the fewest yards of any full 
season since 1983. Since then, 
gaping holes have appeared in 
every facet from the pass rush to 
stopping the run. 
12 reasons 
why you'll love 
Macintosh 
1. It's easy to use. 
Bring home an Apple* Macintosh* computer 
lottoy; and use it to complete assignments bi 
tonight—even if you're nerer used a computer 
before 
2. You don't have to speak 
computer***. 
mcj 
h&eadofinput MS-DOS command* such as CGP> C 
raWtfOCWtfTDOt A \ VWi IfannJtaA usttfamihar 
u&rh suifi o> Ofn and Pnnt and (nciurr, nuh us filefuldtn 
f^^^nevourdocumenaandatfmhainforfj]fi x<#4 uantto 
inmu aua\ 
3. You dont have lobt a computer 
science major to set one up. 
Jusi plutf ciervThing together, flip the "on" 
switch, and vou're reach to roll. 
4. It's a breeze to copy Information 
and paste it Into another document. 
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5. All Macintosh programs work in the 
same way. 
Learn to use one Macintosh program, and 
you've learned the basics of using them all 
For example, the commands vou use. such 
as Open. Close, Copy Paste. Save. Cut, Print, 
and Undo, are found in the same place— 
evervume. 
6. It can grow with you. 
This week you're majonng in philosophy, 
next week it's nuclear physics After all, no one 
knows exactly what the future will bring That's 
why millions of students have found that invest- 
ing in a Macintosh is a smart move. Because 
Macintosh can immediately help you do what- 
ever you do—better. And if, come tomorrow, you 
find that you want to do something different, no 
problem It's easy to upgrade your Macintosh 
to help you rise to the challenge. 
7.  H'l great for college and b*yond. 
Doing your work faster, better, and more 
creatively is also a plus 
in the working 
world—and 
that s precisely 
why Macintosh 
computers are 
used in 74 percent 
of Fortune 1000 
companies' 
B.   «•» got connection.. 
To connect a printer, a modem, an external 
hard disk, or |ust about any-other peripheral 
to a Macintosh, simply plug it in That's all 
there is to it. 
9. It lets you work with 
others. ' 
Every Macintosh is equipped with an 
Apple SuperDrive;" a unique floppy disk dnve 
that can use not onh- .Macintosh disks, but also 
MS-DOS and OS2 disks created on BM and 
IBM-compatible computers With SoftPC from 
Insignia Solutions, you can even run MSDOS 
applications on your Macintosh. 
■hnnv.nrandKORM'MnrrfffwIKI 
a a a 
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10. It's so easy to network. 
Just connect the LocaTTalk* cable from 
one Macintosh to another Macintosh. 
It takes |ust a few minutes, and you don't 
have to buy any additional hard* arc 
or software 
11. You can connect to your 
school's mainframe or 
minicomputer. 
With Macintosh, 
you can send in 
assignments, 
gain access to 
software you 






nght from your 
own room 
12. It's more 
affordable than ever 
Macintosh prices hare never been lower- 
espeaalh- with the student 
pricing available 
from your "* A 
authorized Apple J>*A        «,' 
campus reseller aV^ft   / 






These reasons all add up to the      *t 
power of Macintosh The power fl 
tobevourbesf ▼*»»» 
Stop by the Apple Show 
TODAY, August 29th, 10am-3pm 
Shine: Union Oval 
Rain: 2nd Floor Lounge, Business Admin. 
of call Dave McCoy at 372-7724 
ft IflGl   ■««!_ fieaaataahaa In.    >JS-U ik. IMU Laaa.   ■a_MWal   ifaaaaa   -_J   "■      ■  i- -L-_i ■ i >.      >    ^ 
Pitchers may see 
hard-luck future 
byJimUtke 
AP sports writer 
The number of no-hitters 
recently looks incredible at 
first glance, but here's an- 
other way of looking at it: The 
likelihood of a pitcher throw- 
ing one is nearly the same as 
a burglar breaking into his 
car while he is throwing it. 
And so taking into account 
that there now have been 16 
no-hitters during the past 1 
3/4 seasons — compared with 
just IS over the 10 seasons 
prior to that — it's a safe bet 
that the remainder of the 
decade figures to bring pitch- 
ers a lot more grief than 
glory. 
Put another way, major- 
league pitchers have pretty 
much exhausted their quota 
of no-hitters for the foreseea- 
ble future. 
And how do we know this? 
Because what looks like ma- 
gic to the rest of us looks like 
just another set of working 
numbers to statisticians. And 
the numbers don't look prom- 
ising for fans of the no-no. 
Played out in three dimen- 
sions, no-hitters are among 
the most thrilling spectacles 
in sport. There is great 
drama in watching a pitch- 
er's eyes widen with every 
ball that is hit, in watching 
him lick his dry lips and 
twitch his shoulders to coax a 
few more pitches from a ner- 
vous, aching body and a few 
more favors from Lady Luck. 
But in two dimensions, no- 
hitters are nothing more than 
a series of dots on a chart. 
And probability teaches us 
that when too many show up 
in too short a stretch, plenty 
of empty space follows. 
"Of course, what happens 
over the next few years will 
be the real test," said Mi- 
chael Stein, an avid baseball 
fan and associate professor in 
the department of statistics 
at the University of Chicago. 
"If you compare what's 
happened over the last two 
years to the years 1981-89, it 
looks very unusual. But if you 
compare them to the overall 
history, it looks only slightly 
unusual. 
If you count the ones that 
went less than nine innings, 
and the ones that lasted rune 
full innings but were subse- 
quently lost, and the ones 
[litched in the two major 
eagues — the American and 
Union Associations — that 
went bust before the turn of 
the century, there have been 
220 no-hitters thrown in the 
nearly 150,000 games played 
since professional baseball of 
the sort we would recognize 
today began in the 1870s. 
By rough calculation, that 
works out to 1.5 no-hitters for 
every 1,000 games — or an 
average of three over the 
course of a current, 
2,106-game season. (By com- 
parison, one of the nation's 
leading insurers sets its rates 
according to an estimate of 
about 1.6 cars per 1,000 being 
burglarized each year). 
Nothing, of course, works 
out quite that neatly — and 
no-hitters are no exception. 
What is curious about this 
most recent outbreak, 
however, is the lack of a 
plausible explanation. 
The largest number of no- 
nets in a single year came in 
1884, when there were 12 re- 
corded with far fewer games 
being played than are being 
Elayed now. On the other 
and, that same year marked 
the end of the quickest expan- 
sion period in the game's his- 
tory — from eight teams in 
1881 to 28 by the start of 1884 
season. 
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A dell and soda shop 
serving luncheon 
meats, cheeses, 
salads, bagels and ice 
cream specialties 
GALLEY 
Harshman Lower Level 
Featuring grill and 
soda fountain favorites 
Chily's Express 
Kreischer Darrow 
A convenience store 
that also features 
self-serve 
hotdogs and nachos. 
OPENS 
Sun.-Thurs. Aug. 28 
6p.m. - midnight 
Sun.-Sat. Aug. 28 
2p.m.- midnight 
Sun.- Thurs.        Aug. 24 
6p.m. - midnight 
Sun.-Sat. Aug. 27 
2p.m. - midnight 
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Senior Scott Lindsey moves from the backup safety position to starting fullback for the season opener this 




by Dave Goldberg 
AP"»por!s wrilcr 
The Bucs tried during 
training camp to trade with 
the Cardinals for Dexter 
Manley. 
Now that the Cardinals 
have cut the former All-Pro 
defensive end, who is trying 
to make a comeback after 
missing a year for a sub- 
stance-abuse violation, will 
the Bucs sign him? 
Who knows? It's part of 
the intrigue that surrounds 
the cutdown by NFL teams 
to the regular-season roster 
limit of 47. 
"It's like playing poker," 
Denver coach Dan Reeves 
said after he made his cuts 
Monday. "You're trying not 
to show your hand. You've 
got to bluff somewhat.'' 
In fact, the NFL's un- 
kindest day can often be 
something of a ruse. 
Older big-name players 
are released for a day by 
teams knowing that other 
clubs won't pick up their 
big-time salaries. Younger 
players are released for a 
day by teams that hope it 
would take them too long to 
pick up a rival's system. 
Then they come back — 
after the 47-man roster is 
set and players who need to 
be brought back are placed 
on injured reserve. 
Davis returns to 
Cincinnati lineup 
by Joe Kay 
AP sports writer 
CINCINNATI (AP) - Eric 
Davis can play again, but he's not 
sure how often or how well. 
The Cincinnati Reds activated 
the outfielder Monday, four 
weeks after he went on the disa- 
bled list complaining of chronic 
tiredness. He s been on a nutri- 
tion and weightlifting program, 
and has gained several pounds in 
the last few weeks. 
When he went on the disabled 
list July 31, Davis said he didn't 
want to play again until he felt 
completely healthy. He attributes 
his tiredness to the severe kidney 
injury he suffered during the 
World Series. 
The Reds needed another out- 
fielder because they lost two to 
injury over the weekend in New 
York. Glenn Braggs and Reggie 
Sanders went on the 15-day disa- 
bled list Monday, Braggs with a 
severe hamstring pull and San- 
ders with a slightly separated 
right shoulder. 
The Reds activated Davis and 
called outfielder Chris Jones up 
from ('hiss AAA Nashvillle for 
the fifth time this season. Davis 
welcomed the chance to play 
again, but was hesitant to say 
how much he could do. 
"Everything's been going good. 
I feel I can help in some kind of 
way," Davis said. 
He said he couldn't play a lot of 
innings in a row because it would 
make him tired again. 
"I'm going to nave to take it 
slow when I come back, to find 
out where my body is," he said. 
"I'm not going to go back to play- 
ing nine innings. I've got to get 
back into the swing of things." 
Davis said he was glad to be ac- 
tivated Monday, even if he's not 
fully recovered: 
"It's killing me not to play," he 
said. "But I nave to look out for 
my health and understand my 
role on this team." 
Davis said he hadn't discussed 
his role with management. When 
asked how he'd use Davis, man- 
ager Lou Piniella indicated he'd 
like to start him one game. 
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Lindsey to make change 
into offensive backfield 
by Matt Schroder 
sports editor 
Scott Lindsey is going to spend 
as much time as he can in the 
secondary this season. 
The Falcon 





year as a 
backup safety 
on the BG foot- 
ball team. 
But Saturday 
against Eastern Lindsey 
Michigan, Lindsey will line up as 
the starting fullback. So the next 
time he enters his former terri- 
tory, it will be with a football 
tucked under his arm — not sail- 
ing through the air toward him. 
I wanted to finish my career 
carrying the ball," Lindsey said. 
"I'm looking to maybe score a 
couple touchdowns and have a 
little fun." 
Head coach Gary Blackney had 
been considering the move since 
last spring. After a series of 
summer meetings, they left the 
decision up to Lindsey. The 
coaches have been pleased with 
the situation ever since. 
"It's been one of the better 
moves we made since presea- 
son," Blackney said. "With some 
of the other guys going through 
injuries, this move has helped the 
football team." 
Since he was recruited as a 
fullback out of Columbus in 1987, 
Lindsey has been literally all 
over the field. 
In 1988 he lettered as a red-shirt 
freshman at tailback — his first 
of three career position changes. 
He saw limited playing tune 
there, but he did return 10 kick- 
offs for 153 yards. 
After spending his sophomore 
season on the scout team 
offensive squad, he switched to 
safety for his junior year. The 
coaches liked his speed (a 4.6 
second 40-yard dash), and his 
ability to close quickly on a poten- 
tial receiver. 
"At safety I got to come up and 
lay a hit on somebody," Lindsey 
said.   "But a  fullback has to 
Erotect the quarterback and tail- 
ack — it's a whole different state 
of mind. You have to protect in- 
stead of destroy." 
When the 1991 preseason began, 
Lindsey didn't make that ad- justment right away. But with a 
little help from his friends, the 
transition became much easier. 
"I have to give credit to the 
whole team, especially the other 
fullbacks Tony Lee and Chris 
Beier," he said. "I was rusty and 
a little nervous at first. But they 
told me to relax and I could do the job. That's helped me come a 
long way." 
"Scott is a real good athlete and 
has a good, smooth running 
style," Blackney said. "He's not 
real big, but he's a tough, physi- 
cal kid." 
Based on the two preseason 
scrimmages, BG will try to grind 
out yards with the running game 
and wear down opposing defen- 
ses. A quality fullback could 
make or break such a strategy. 
Last year, fullbacks Jim 
Howell, Beier, Maurice Coles 
and Deon Allen combined for 59 
carries and gained 170 yards. 
They also had eight receptions. 
Falcon quarterbacks attempted 
300 passes and handed off 359 
times. 
"Mainly the fullback's job here 
will be to block," Lindsey said. 
"We'll also be involved with some 
passing routes in the flat and 
hopefully become a threat in the 
passing game. 
"Maybe I'll get a chance to 
grab the ball and show my stuff," 
Lindsey added. 
When he's not drifting into the 
flat on passing routes, Lindsey 
will be responsible for keeping 
linebackers away from the QB. 
"Another thing we like about 
Scott is that he's smart and is 
able to pick up blitzes and react 
accordingly,' Blackney said. 
"He's just a good all-around ath- 
lete." 
So when the Falcon offense 
trots on the field for the first time 
Saturday, it will mark Lindsey's 
career coming full circle. He and 
the team is planning to make 
football fun. 
"My only prediction (against 
Eastern Michigan) is we will try 
our best to get a win," Lindsey 
said. "We'll have to play to the 
best of our ability and make very 
few mistakes — if any. 
"We want to bring BG and the 
new coaches a win right away at 
home." 
+ American Red Cross 
Please give blood. Tp 
HOWARD'S club H 
210 N. Main 352-9951 
Thurs. & FriI, f^Q   (V) jfce   KatOII 
August 29 & 30 _ _ Band 
18-20 Welcome 
$2.00 cover after 9:30 
21 and Over 
$1.00 cover after 9:00 
HOURS: 
Mon.-Sat.:    Nooa   til 2:30 a.m. 
Suaday:    2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m. 
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Have your voice heard!! 
Applications for 
SENATOR 
Due Sept. 5th 
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UNIVERSITY COMMITTEE 
Due Sept. 16th 
Turn info 405 Student Services. (372-8116) 
"USG Is the VOICE of the STUDENT BODY" 
Mike Sears, President    Rob Routzahn, Vice President 
USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG 
Classified 
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
ATTENTION 
BQ NEWS ADVERTISERS: 
Due to me Labor Day HoHday. 
Monday. September 2. ADVERTISING 
DEADLINE tor the TUM.. Sept 3 and 
Wed., Sept. 4 edition* will be 
FRIDAY. AUGUST 30, 4 p.m. 




Friday, August 30 
11 a.m -3 p.m. 
Sooth Entrances-Anderson Arena 
EQUIPMENT. DEMONSTRATIONS 
REFRESHMENTS 
REQQAE *nh THE ARK formerly ADDIS 
Friday and Saturday 
Easy Street Gate. I04S Main 
Welcome Freshmen' We would kke to invite 
you to our COLLEGE LIFE meeting TONIGHT 
at fl 00 m flm 11 b Education Come see what 
■he excitement is all about1 Sponsored by Cam- 
pus Crusade tor Crist 
SERVICES OFFERED 
LSAT • GRE ' GMAT 
Before you take the test cat the expert Local 
classes   forming   now    Kaplan   Educational 
Center Cltofdetaia. 536-3701       
MMMNT1 
We can help FREE pregnancy lests and sup- 
portive services Confidential BG Pregnancy 
Center CaW354-HOPE 
Ho* Urhammet is now taking appoaitments at 
Hairways at Greenwood Center   352-2107 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE INTRAMURAL 
OFFICIALS NEEDED SOFTBALL APPLY BY 
SEPT 4; FLAG FOOTBALL-APPLY BY OC- 
TOBER 2. ICE HOCKEY-APPLY BY SEPTEM- 
BER 27 FILL OUT APPLICATION IN 108 REC 
CENTER MANDATORY CUNrCS FOR EACH 
SPORT 
INTHAMUPAL ENTRIES DUE MEN'S SOFT- 
BALL SEPT 3; WOMEN'S SOFTBALL • 
B SEPT 4. COED SOFTBALL • SEPT 4 
WOMEN S SGLS * DBLS TENNIS - SEPT 10. 
MEN'S DBLS TENNIS SEPT 10 MEN'S 
DBLS GOLF • SEPT 11 ALL ENTRIES DUE 





$2 50 nun  10 mm 'minimum 
Make 11 5O-S300 In 3-10 Hours 
by selling 50 tunny college T-Shlrts 
No financial obligation Smaller or larger quantl- 
tcs.ivwiii»btec;iiitriiiii'<- i-aoo rgft-aoga. 
Parking Spaces Available 
at JT's • 405 Thurstin Ave 
Call 362-6475 
WELCOME BACK PARTY 
Thurs . Sept 29 
5 00 - 7 00 pm 
Old Fraternity Row 
Al University Students Welcome' 
Welcome Back Ladies' 
For    all    your    Mary   Kay    needs,    call    Pam 
352-4915 anytime Will deliver 
Well Peer Advisors 
Welcome Back' Please contact Mane at the 
Wei ASAP   x8438 Thanks' 
WANTED 
PERSONALS 
AVAILABLE   PARKING SPACES 
at J T s • 405 ThursHn Ave 
Call 352-5475 
FALCON TRYOUTSM! 
Try out for BGSU't Precision Skating Teen 
10:1 5PM - BI29 A 9/3 at the Ice Arena 
Call Mrs. Barber at 372-2264 for Into. 
1 male roommate needed now' Close to cam- 
pus Call 352-5649 
Female non-smoking roommate to aubleeae 
house located on E Wooater ASAP Cat 
Knstie or Oianne 353 9732  
Female to share 2 bedroom apt Near campus 
Own room   $160 mo 352-7365 
HELP WANTED 
Babysitter needed Fal Semester In home new 
campus Mon ft Wed 11 15am- 5 45pm Call 
352-9309 
Before school child care needed for 6 & 11 yr 
old M-F 8-9am 112 block from Rodgers Can 
352-9333after5 00 
Evening office cleening 
Knickerbocker Servcee 
Call 352-5822 
Earn Money and obtain work exp In Communi- 
cations. PubaC Relation. Marks ting Sales 
Apply Now for BGSU Fall Telefund 
Applications aval from Sam to 5 pm at 
Mlletl Alumni Center 
or cal Pam at 372-7606 
Telefund Deles Sept   16 - Nov 26 
Full-time day bartender tor Downtown Sports 
DeU Must be personable and have some work 
experience Apply in person. Mon-Frl. 8:30-10 
pm at Uptown 
HAVEFUNI 
GET JOURNALISM EXPERIENCE) 
Volunteer reporters and photographers 
needed at 
THE 60 NEWS 
Call Lynn at 24960 
Hispanic   newspaper   seeks   full   or   part   time 
graphic artist office manager Must have Mac 
mtosh experience Coll 1-242-7744 
Lawn maintenance Full and part-time Knicker- 
bocker Lawns CaH 352 5822  
Looking for young, aggressive person who en- 
voys people, sales & traveling Pi time or juet 
weekendhrs avaMtbH Csit257 2568  
MakeS150-S300in3-10hr8 by soling funny. 
college T-shirts No financial obkgafton Smaler 
and larger Quantities avail Call Toii-F«ee 
1-800-726 1130 
Need reliable, hkeabie. female college student 
to care for 3 yr old & 7 mo old in our home 2-3 
morningsweek References Call 353-9769 
after 5 30  
Pest control serviceman Fui and part-time 
Banfax Pest Control Call 352-531 5  
Professional couple needs lehable crMldcare for 
2 children in our Perrysburg Township home 3 
or 4 days per week Cam 874-2147  
Receptionist .secretary.   20  hrs   per   week 
Knickerbocker    Building    Services     Call 
3525822 
Swimming Instructor life Guard needed at 
Holiday Park Fitness Club in Perrysburg Cur- 
rent WSI a must Cal Joan Long at 874-6442 
FOR SALE 
The BG News 
needs an experienced student typist 
to typeset classified advertising 
Needed Fal 1991 and Spring 1992 
• ' * YOU MUST BE " * * 
Accurate 6 speedy «•/ asp on IBM-PC 
with proficient proofreading skills 
Apply at Student Employment 8/27/91 
Welcome Back to al peat 6 future EBSCO 
Telephone Service C S representatives' We 
are looking for responsible enthusiastic, team 
oriented people who enjoy Making money, 
teeming a marketable skill, being goal- 
ortented with obtainable rewards and fun & 
excibng co-op 6 Internship opportunities. We 
offer flexible evening A weekend hours and 
base pay plus commission Come ai for an ap- 
plication 113 N Main St. next to David's Del 
Interviews are held between 4-5pm 
1-800-332-AIDS 
Pisanello's Pizza 
No one soils better Pizzo for loss! 
Free Delivery 352-5166 





Noon Sot. & Sun. 
(ivxe of lotion Reg Ho- 
Roost Bee*. P<ao or Veg Sub 
CCXJIO 25c 




Bowling Green Only 
-COUPON 
Small Pizza and Pop 
-i 
$4 




Noon Sot. Si Sun. 
-COUPON-- 
for ony Small One 
Hem Pizza ond get 
one con of POP MM 




V* Vo d u!tn Qi^ other otter 
Bowling Green Only 
1 Item Pizza Pizzo and 2 Ltr. Pop 
lo$7.25 
Xlg $8.25 
6x  Item $1 25 
OP€N 4PM 
Noon Sot. & Sun. 
10. 
1064 
for ony Beg. 
Pizza ond get 
liter bottle of Pop 
Chicago Style €x. Item 
Free Delivery 
352-5166 
expires 101 °l 
r*)t tfod ui<** o*v oe«» offer 
BotuNng Green Only 
-- COUPON • 
Medium Pizzo ond 2 Pops 
$6 
Chicago Style Pizzo 
75c extra 
For ony Med. one Item 
Pizza ond get 2 cons of 
POP ffl€£ 









ta voxo u*t> orv tfw offer 
Bowling Green Only 
COUPON  
1 r*tn size bed - complete ■ $50 
2 pc MCDonel couch-S100 
3 cushion couch • $60 
1 chair - $30 
352-0688 
19 Inch color TV excellent condition   10 Gallon 
tieh aquarium - all fully equipped 353-0729 
1980PontiacSunol<d 4 tpaad. $350.00. Cal 
354-8029 
81 loch couch Excellent Tan $125 00 After 
3 pm   352-8511  
Cannondale ST 600 18-apeed Aluminum lour- 
ing bike. m.nt condition 372-2097 or 
352-5343  
For Sale NEON IEER SK3NS 
For Information cal Brian 
352-6163 
ST JOHNS CHURCH 
YARD SALE1 
Thurs Aug 30 9 • 4 
Sal.g-Noon 
FOR RENT 
l bedroom Close to campus 
$300 plus ges A electnc 
Call Carta 1 ■433-44 74 
Female to share 2 bedroom apt Near campue 
Own room $160'mo 352-7365 
Roommate wanted for Soring Semester Close 
to campus Reasonable rates Cal Bern or Use 
354-6053  
Very close to campus 3 bdrme . den, King 
room, kitchen, bath $500 00 Available now 
Cal Cane 1-433-4474 
e      are Bowling      Green       Stale      University's 
REASON 
Desktop   Publishing   Service   Bureau 
TO USE 
a w h      o      I lot more 
UniGraphics 







A*d i+ beyft-j 3&'<*  /4" abort 
rue   fie   c^W^t-tc^   hsfttc 3*1 
bu'ild, Hri'fhivf r«?a/<'Z4V+-i«*i o( 
+/*.   b;*> pic-rvre. Can f-hy 
t/>e k*s£  a" or* /wi-«>■>+»M~ 
BUY YOUR TICKETS NOW AT 
TO'S CAMPUS CORNER,   BEN FRANKLIN, KROGER, 
POWELL'S ICE CREAM 
^    CIRCUS    ra 
AND HUGE WILD ANIMAL MENAGERIE 
Friday. August 30 
Performances at 4:30 & 8:00 pm 
Wood County Fairgrounds 
$5® 




: is & OVER'wnjxxtm j 
OPEN MON-SAT" *4™-2:30AM   HAPPY HOUR 4 - 9PM 
ACROSS FROM BGSU STADIUM 
1616 E. Wooster - B.C.      354-7499 
46 II MAIN • BOWLING GREEN 
FALCON FOOTBALL HOME OPENER! 




1:30 PERRY FIELD 
Jusi i your student 
I.I ission 
Come and join the Chi-Chi's 
team for a great <ob, good bene- 





Host & Wait Staff. Bussers, Bar 
Staff. Line 8 Prep Cooks. Dish 
Machine Operators 
Apply m Person 
Monday - Friday 2-4pm 
Chi-Chi's 
4038 Taknadge, or 
1566 Reynolds Rd. 
eoe.m/f L J 
A 
